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As the storm clouds gather never
forget the golden rule – don’t let
internal battles become the story.
THE DOWNING STREET infighting, internal battles and personality clashes that have been
plastered over the media in recent weeks have broken a basic rule of communications that we
all know well – never let the internal battles become the story. Not least because the essential
pettiness and irrelevance of that always hides the really
important issues, writes Club President, Hugh Colver.
In this case the important issues are the need to restore
confidence, set a clear policy direction, make Government
more collective, build better relationships with Parliament
and have an organisational structure that can deliver these
things because the various bits of it are committed to the
agenda and can work together.
Of course, we have been here before. I remember riding in a
London taxi during the Blair years and, much to my surprise,
in the usual very direct conversation about politics the driver
said to me “Well, it's all spin now you know. That's all we
get”.
This was very striking not only because I felt he was right
but because that was clearly a very widespread feeling. Such was the power of the No. 10
communications machine in those days that they appeared to rule the roost and had
effectively “taken over” to the point where even the general public saw everything as spin.
And that was doubly regrettable because there was policy substance and achievement in that
Government. Alastair Campbell admitted to me in later years that this had been a mistake.
•

If the spin or the internal infighting and personality clashes become the story then
Government is failing to get its messages across, failing to have its policies
understood and failing to achieve the objective of taking its public with it – and you
need that in order to get consent for the things you want to do, some of which will be
inherently unpopular anyway even if they are “right”.

The current upheavals are not about spin smothering substance and they are not about an
overzealous and over draconian communications regime.
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Nevertheless, it is issues about the Director of Communications and the spokesperson, and
factionalism within that team and the advisers team, that appears on the surface to have
triggered the uncomfortable public spats, the associated leaking, and the resignations.
As ever, though, it is really about issues, policy and relationships. Communications is about
issues and relationship management. Within the communications function many of us have
fought for years to ensure that we are not regarded simply as a mechanical necessity in an
organisation but a fundamental part of delivering the intent and the actuality.
And in order to do that everyone has collectively to manage the issues and the relationships
and the communicators have to be part of the top team, influencing decision making, inputting
in the formulation of policy and understanding all that is going on within the organisation, be it
government, industry, commerce or the armed forces.
The team in Downing Street at the heart of the problems that lead to the recent debacle was a
team that helped produce the Leave result and an 80-seat majority in the House of Commons.

This direction of work with this team could continue into the trade negotiations with the EU
and could start on the rest of the agenda for the Johnson Government. Were they though the
right team to deal with a crisis of a quite different order, the pandemic? The answer is
probably “no”. Were they the right team to deal with an economic crisis the like of which we
have not seen for years? Probably not.
The kind of aggression and single mindedness that can deliver a Brexit or an election victory
is not best suited perhaps to the day to day business of government.
•

It is clear that the team has not been the best when it comes to maintaining public
confidence – so essential in the pandemic – or maintaining good relations with the
backbenches in the House of Commons.

So, it was time for a change. It was time for No 10 to get back to proper Cabinet Government,
time to work at rebuilding and reinforcing public confidence, time to establish clarity and
consistency of message across Government, and time to get on with the issues and crisis
management.
Of equal importance, time to get on with the relationship management. This is in many ways
the key.
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Relationships - with Government Departments and agencies, with Parliament, with the
devolved Governments, with local Mayors and authorities, with the Bank of England, with
industry and commerce, with the trade unions, with the Opposition parties, with the media,
with the EU and with the new White House – just to name the obvious ones. These
relationships are key to managing the pandemic and Brexit, not to mention all the other
challenges.
The people responsible for all this may not have “communications” in their job title but in its
widest definition communications is their job.
Those who do have “communications” in their job title need to be enabled to deploy their
professionalism, they need to be heard and they need to operate at the heart of government.
There are some very good and very professional people among them. We must all hope that
their voices are heard, and they are enabled to make the very real difference they can make.
And please keep the personality clashes, the infighting and the internal arguments private.
Keep to the Golden Rule – do not become the story.

Will Tempest follow the Typhoon – will defence
and the government’s communicators still face
a succession of big blows?

THE DEPARTURE of Donald Cummings and Lee Cain, the Director of Communications from
No. 10 Downing Street has caused a perfect storm in the UK media, and intense defence
industry interest. Neither of these special adviser (or SpAds as they have been nicknamed)
have been seen as friends of the military nor, indeed, of the British manufacturers who
provide some of the best paid and highest skilled jobs in the country as well as being major
exporters and dollar earners, writes Editor Mike Peters.
Pen & Sword members have reacted to the feeding frenzy among political journalists and the
unedifying confusion of leaks and counter leaks throughout Whitehall and Westminster. The
time has come to calm this SpAd-Spat down.
We have been here before and recall the Blair Government facing similar problems.
Mainstream media might not be to blame for the chopping, changing and carnage in the
corridors of power but the modern trend of confrontation in just about everything, including tv
reality shows, begins to wear thin. A certain poster calling for calm comes to mind.
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An aviation industry friend, well versed in the difficulties of politics, media – and dealing with
certain European countries- got it right.
•

“ Time BoJo had a clear out.... If the purpose of Comms and PR is supporting the
strategy, promoting the vision, whilst protecting your employers' reputation and
providing clear information and transparency for stakeholders as priorities..., then the
old lot seem to have failed dismally on all counts !... it strikes me BoJo could do with a
decent recruitment team - he seems to take on people who are all noise, no substance
and usually lacking in experience too - it's that old adage... not what you know but who
you know! “

A week is a long time in politics and no doubt there is more to come as the tribes gather in the
lobbies. But there is more to this episode than the shuffling of the pack in the corridors of
Westminster. Essentially, this is an opportunity to think again on the way ahead. Most club
members want a more understanding re-evaluation of the armed forces and the defence industry, the protection and growth of high technology jobs and the climate and opportunity to
boost profits which pay our salaries and pensions and keep our institutions going and growing.

The potential reset of Government strategy is also of particular interest to the skilled
Government Communications people who were threatened by reforms postulated by Mr.
Cummings. Those of us who have been through the industry and government public affairs
mill know It is too easy and convenient to target communications departments as the place to
easily cut jobs and pay-rolls.
Such an approach has long been discredited – there is little point in abandoning the marketing
and sales teams or the publicists who create the interest, extoll and more often than not
defend the product. If you do, it slows sales and production stutters. The same applies in
defence communications which are necessary in this era when being on top of the news and
disseminating accurate information is vital.
We have seen too much disinformation and misinformation in the last 12 months to categorise
communications workers as of such limited value that staffs can be cut from hundreds to a
handful.
The suggestion that the Cummings plan was to reduce the Ministry of Defence PR team down
to a mere 30 or so individuals was concerning.
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It showed a lack of appreciation of the size of the defence organisation, the extent and worldwide distribution of its manpower and tasks. Shades of the Thirties!
The world of information operations and media operations is no place for amateurs, gifted or
not. The latter skill, incidentally, some are convinced has been pushed aside in favour of
psyops and needs a vigorous move to the forefront. Dealing with the mainstream media and
the technical and broadcasting press should be reinforced rather than diminished within the
Ministry. Social media as a news platform is suspect and open to manipulation. A re-setting
of the publicity strategy and agenda is overdue.
November 2020 has confirmed that understanding and dealing with the media is a priority.
Government communications needs enhancing not weakening. The morale of the dedicated
existing workforce needs a boost. Communications is a front-line factor. Neglect this skill
and watch the problems develop. Communications is not a bolt-on or a fancy toy to produce
photos for a VIP album. It’s a powerful peace time, crisis and battlefield tool when handled
well…. and appreciated.
In the Ministry of Defence there is an unique in-house blend of civilian expertise and military
management. There is too, a mix of old hands and new faces. They are complementary. Let’s
not make the mistake of seeing engagement - or in old fashioned parlance, Public Relations being parcelled out to consultancies and expensive agencies who do not have the detailed inhouse knowledge that has previously been the hallmark of those who served in the Ministry of
Defence communications teams.

Scribblings has compiled a selection of the many thousands of column inches
published in November to show the extent of the confusion and anguish of the SpAdSpat. There are conflicting opinions among the media and the players in the No. 10
drama and we have attempted a fair balance. We add too, some of the collection of
stories relating to the Integrated Review. The threat to the United Kingdom is
highlighted both in terms of budgets, equipment, cyber and information operations and
the media warfare that is being ranged against the West, NATO and its allies.

Living in the dark: the truth about
special advisers
SHAPED by several high-profile instances where
the adviser became the story, the public image of
SpAds is largely negative.
But have a few notable characters distorted the
reality of those who work behind the scenes?
Sebastian Whale of Politics Home investigates for
Civil Service World. June 2020
IN BECOMING THE STORY, Dominic Cummings broke
the first rule of being a special adviser. By defending
himself in the Rose Garden at No 10, Boris Johnson’s
chief of staff entered uncharted territory. And as senior
Government figures fought his corner, the rulebook
was torn up entirely. “It is a completely bizarre situation
where we’ve got ministers, Cabinet ministers – the
prime minister – going out and defending one adviser,” says a former government aide. “It is
the opposite to what should be the case.”
But Cummings is no ordinary member of staff. Few advisers have been so integral to a prime
minister that they would stake as much political capital as Johnson has in order to keep them
in place. “It can be very hard to give up a special adviser who you’ve found to be so useful to
you,” notes Ben Yong, a professor at Durham law school and the co-author of ‘Special
Advisers: who they are, what they do and why they matter’.
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The public perception is that you’re a wa***r, that you're there to wield power, and to further
your own career
Jason Stein was recruited by Prince Andrew after working for Liz Truss and later, Amber
Rudd. He was in the spotlight after it emerged, he had counselled the Queen’s second son
against agreeing to an interview with Emily Maitlis over his association with paedophile Jeffrey
Epstein.
“As someone who has very much become the story before, I have sympathy for Dom in that
particular respect,” says Stein, who left his job by “mutual consent” two weeks before the
infamous Newsnight interview took place. “It's not especially fun but it can be an occupational
hazard and it is sometimes unavoidable. Increasingly advisers are becoming more and more
interesting to people."
The charge against Cummings is that he breached lockdown rules by travelling to Durham to
be near his family in case he and his wife, both with suspected coronavirus, could not take
care of their young child. He fanned the flames by misjudging his initial response to the joint
investigation by The Mirror and The Guardian. The subsequent coverage, which is now into its
second week, has led many to conclude he should have fallen on his sword.
“That really should have been the outcome,” says a former aide to a Cabinet minister. Another
ex-SpAd argues: “Your job is to help the reputation of the minister and the government of the
day. Rightly or wrongly, if your coverage is damaging that, then you’re not doing your job. I
think most special advisors would step aside.”
For others, the emphasis has been on the wrong individual. “The key problem is not the
special adviser, it’s the person who appointed them and continues to appoint them after
seeing this bad behaviour,” says Ben Yong. “So, if you want to point the finger, always point it
at the minister.” Nick Hillman, who served as SpAd to former Conservative minister David
Willetts, concurs. “It doesn’t change the fundamental truth that the buck stops with the prime
minister,” he says.
The Cummings saga has reinvigorated the public’s awareness of advisers. Aspersions have
been cast about the influence this unelected cabal have and the motivations they hold. “It’s as
if there are all these devious special advisers who have got this grand plan to mess things
up,” says one. “It often feels
there’s not enough appreciation
that it’s a load of people trying to
do their very best and make
what’s already a difficult situation
better.”
Many SpAds have gone on to
become Members of Parliament,
such as the Miliband brothers, Ed
Balls, and recently the likes of
Conservative MPs Claire
Coutinho and Richard Holden. An
aide to a senior Labour says
bluntly: “The public perception is
that you’re a w***er, you’re there
to further your own career, and to
wield power.”
But is this caricature a fair one?
Or have a few notable characters
distorted the reality?
“I was talking to one SpAd the
other day who really lamented what they called 'the cult of the SpAd',” says Jason Stein. “And
while this trend began thanks to Alastair Campbell, above, it is now turbocharged.”
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Harold Wilson first introduced special advisers in 1964, when he brought in eminent
economists such as Tommy Balogh and Nicholas Kaldor to consult the Government on
stimulating UK economic growth. Their numbers have risen dramatically in the last three
decades, with 84 in operation under Tony Blair, 74 under Gordon Brown, and more than 100 in
the coalition. As of December 2019, there were 109 special advisers in government.
Their proliferation has not been welcomed by all. “I sometimes call them the people who live in
the dark,” Clare Short, the former Labour cabinet minister, told the New Statesman in 1996.
“Everything they do is in hiding.” Others argue that the numbers are too low.
“SpAds are very thinly stretched,” argues one ex-adviser. “It means you can’t go into certain
topics in as much detail as you want, as there’s not enough time.”
As a SpAd, it’s most important that you’re liked and respected by journalists, while being
trusted that you’re a reliable source. SpAds are appointed as temporary civil servants. They
abide by a code of conduct, which set outs the types of roles they can carry out. These include
speech writing, providing advice, policy development and representing the views of their
minister to the media where authorised.
The code also states: “Special advisers must not take public part in political controversy,
through any form of statement whether in speeches or letters to the press, or in books, social
media, articles or leaflets. They must observe discretion... and would not normally speak in
public for their minister or the Department.”
To journalists, SpAds have been a source of not only great copy, but also of stories and
information. “The media are obsessed with spin-doctors, and with portraying them as a bad
thing, yet seem addicted to our medicine,” Alastair Campbell, one of the most well-known
advisers in British political history, told MPs in 2003. “The number one rule on dealing with the
media is never lie,” says an ex-aide to a Cabinet minister. “As a SpAd, it’s most important that
you’re liked and respected by journalists, while being trusted that you’re a reliable source.”
Senior SpAds in media-facing roles have on occasion found themselves in the spotlight. But
there have also been instances where the
policy-focused adviser became the story.
Nigel Lawson, left, quit as Chancellor in
1989 after telling Margaret Thatcher she had
a choice between him and her personal
economic adviser, Sir Alan Walters. Stunned
by the decision, Walters also tendered his
resignation later that day.
One of the most notorious SpAd scandals
involved Jo Moore, a special adviser to
transport Secretary Stephen Byers, who
suggested in an email sent on 9/11 that it
was a good day to “bury” bad news. Months
later, she was accused of sending a similar
message to her boss Martin Sixsmith,
Byers’s head of communications, on the day
of Princess Margaret’s funeral – which she
denied. Sixsmith and Moore resigned
following a breakdown of relations with
senior civil servants in the DfT.
Things ratcheted up a gear with Campbell in
2003, after Tony Blair’s director of
communications was accused on the Today
programme of having “sexed up” a
government dossier about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction. Campbell was interviewed on
Channel 4 about the charge, which he vehemently denied. He also appeared before MPs on the
foreign affairs committee about whether the public was misled in the run-up to the war in Iraq
(another sherpa, David Frost, the PM’s EU adviser, appeared before a select committee in May
2020).
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Damian McBride, Gordon Brown’s head of communications, quit after seeking to spread
salacious gossip about Conservatives and members of their families. Andy Coulson, David
Cameron’s spin doctor, resigned in 2011 after further allegations emerged about his
involvement in illegal phone hacking when editor of the News of the World. He later went to
prison. Adam Smith quit as Jeremy Hunt’s SpAd in 2012 after providing information to a senior
member of News Corps about the Government’s thinking on the company’s bid for BSkyB.
Dominic Cummings’s abrasive style prompted clashes with civil servants at the Department
for Education, where he worked as Michael Gove’s SpAd in the coalition government. Other
standouts include Cameron’s eccentric aide Steve Hilton, now of Fox News, and Theresa
May’s joint chiefs of staff, Fiona Hill and Nick Timothy, who drew criticisms from colleagues
and Cabinet ministers for their approach to the role.
“The people who come to notoriety for one reason or another aren’t particularly illustrative
examples of what being a SpAd is. In part because however powerful they are, the job is best
exercised as a backroom role,” says one ex-senior government adviser.
Andrew Blick of King’s College London, author of ‘People who live in the dark’, a history of
special advisers, notes: “It is the nature of the job that they are politically exposed. It is also in
the nature of the job that they are there to do things which normal civil servants can’t and
shouldn’t do, and which politicians want done for them. Therefore, you can expect there to be
periodic issues like this.”
Others are keen to note that a SpAd’s power is derived from the relevant minister. Should they
get above their station, or become too influential, that is ultimately the fault of their employer.
Being a special advisor, where
your career is intrinsically linked
to the success, failure or whims
of a particular minister, is
notoriously one of the most
insecure jobs in Westminster.
“Any special advisor that feels
hard done by after ending up out
of their job all of a sudden
obviously hasn’t grasped how it
really works,” says an ex-aide.
While many go into the role with
their eyes wide open, the
ruthless nature of their inevitable
exits can still sting. A former
Conservative SpAd recalls: “For
the first six months, there were weekly reports of my minister going or resigning over Brexit.
At one point, I’d packed my bags in secret and was ready to go.” They add: “At the same time,
when they did get the sack with forty minutes notice it was still a massive shock.”
Another says: “I remember my minister said, ‘I’d love you to do this job. It might last three
weeks, three months, I really don’t know, and I can’t guarantee it. If you’re happy to take that
risk, I’m happy to have you. But you have to be aware.’”
The role carries with it a number of sacrifices, where working days and personal free time
blend into one. “There were times when David Willets would be the first person I’d speak to in
the morning, and the last person I’d speak to at night. That includes my wife,” says Nick
Hillman. Advisers often work solidly every day for months before taking a weekend break at a
location with minimal phone reception in order to switch off.
This shared experience bequeaths a level of camaraderie among government advisers. “They
socialise with each other, date each other, go for dinner, they’ve all worked with each other at
CCHQ,” says one such SpAd. “It is a whole team of people who see each other on a regular
basis, speak to each other all the time, and feel that they’re all working to the same ends.”
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The coronavirus crisis has taken away this relief. “Since lockdown, we don’t see each other,”
says a SpAd. For some advisers, the only time off they have had this year was when they
contracted Covid-19. One says this period in government has been “relentless”. “It’s like
running a marathon but no one knows where the finishing line is,” they add.
Civil servants know you can only fight so many battles at once. So, they will fight you over
many.
SpAds act as interlocutors between various groups – the civil servants in their department, No
10, the parliamentary party, other advisers – and their minister. At his first weekly SpAd
meeting of the Coalition government, Nick Hillman recalls David Cameron asking each of the
advisers present to introduce themselves. As the final contributor concluded, the PM thanked
the attendees, before adding: “By the way, you are all wrong. None of you work for the person
you just said you work for. You all work for me, No 10, and for this government.”

Hillman explains: “The centre of government thinks you’re their person in a department; your
minister thinks you’re their person to help them succeed in their career; and your department
thinks you’re the department’s person who can try and persuade the minister to think
something different to what they’ve been thinking.
“You get pulled in three ways and you have to decide on each issue whose arguments are
strongest and whose do you most want to support. If in doubt, my advice to any special
advisor would be to go with your minister.”
Relations with civil servants can prove sensitive, with SpAds relied upon to communicate
messages or to speak for ministers if they are unavailable. “There is always a friction between
advisors and the civil service,” says one ex-SpAd. “Civil servants know you can only fight so
many battles at once. So, they will fight you over many.”
Nick Hillman says: “There were some civil servants, often junior ones, who would try to block
the SpAds out. The smarter civil servants did something completely different: they tended to
realise that if they could win the special advisor over first, then whatever idea they were
putting to ministers stood a much better chance of getting through.”
He adds: “The minute you lose the confidence of your minister, you are utterly impotent. The
civil servants need to know you speak with the authority of your minster, have the ear of the
minister, that they listen to you, and that your interests and the minister’s interests are utterly
aligned with one another.”
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For civil servants, who must remain politically neutral, SpAds can serve a useful purpose.
“They protect them from being asked to do things which they shouldn’t be doing,” says
Andrew Blick. “Yes, you get tensions, but then you get tensions in every situation.”
Along with job insecurity, there are few protections afforded to advisers. “You don’t get any of
the perks, the yearly appraisals, the annual salary review, or bonuses that civil servants are
entitled to,” says an ex-aide. Pay rises are subject to approval by the Cabinet Office.
“If ever I was making a case for a raise, you just had to shout and scream about it as much as
possible until you could convince them that you deserved it,” says a former SpAd. Another
says: “I definitely had issues around pay. There is no one to support you unless someone in
No 10 has your back. No one else in the Whitehall machine is going to stand up for you.”
This has often led to discrepancies among departmental SpAds who perform the same duties,
and a widening
gender pay gap.
“Some effort has been
made to make it fairer
and more
professional, but
problems still
persist,” notes a
former SpAd.
Three No 10 advisers
– Sir Eddie Lister, Lee
Cain and Munira
Mirza, left, – earn
more than £140,000 a
year. Dominic
Cummings takes
home between
£95,000-£99,999, according to the Government’s annual report on special advisers.
Little is also offered by way of training. “There is no job description, there is no guide to what
you have to do. On my first day, people were asking me for my opinions on things I had no
idea about,” says a government adviser. An ex-SpAd adds: “The first day I became a special
advisor, it was a case of ‘go and do the job’. You have no idea to talk to or who to ask for
advice or help. You are completely in the deep end.”
Life as a political adviser in the Labour party has also proved challenging, with factional
disputes imbuing a difficult working environment. “The last couple of years in particular have
been really sh*t,” says an aide to a senior MP. “In the party membership, you’re a Blairite
careerist if you take any money for doing what you do, then the flip side is, to the Blairite
careerist, you’re a left-wing loony if you don’t come down on one side of the debate.”
Like their government equivalents, political advisers are also expected to be available around
the clock. “If I turn my phone off, I’ll get boll****ed for it. There is no clear set hours,” says an
adviser, who was once forced to come back to work soon after suffering a family bereavement.
“There’s very much an emotional element to it that is used to manipulate staffers and make
them do extra hours,” they add. “If you didn’t do it or said I’m going to draw a line in the sand,
it was like, 'do you not care about the party? Do you not care about the millions of people in
poverty?’”
They conclude: “I’ve got some great contacts, had some great experiences and met some
great people. But I don’t see it as something that can be done long-term.”
While undoubtedly a huge commitment, working as a SpAd does have its perks. “You
definitely have ‘pinch yourself’ moments,” says a former government aide. “Shaking the hand
of the President of the United States, disembarking the PM’s plane on an overseas trip, those
things are strange, because by definition they don’t happen to very many people.”
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A former SpAd adds: “To be a special advisor was a very privileged position. You had direct
access to the ministers, whatever information you wanted, and you did have a steer over the
department.”
During national crises, attention descends on 10 Downing Street. “The focus of the media, the
focus of political debate, what the parliamentary party is thinking, it really zeroes in on No 10,”
says a former government official.
Typically, each Cabinet minister employs two advisers, though some – such as the chancellor
– often have more. In No 10, the number is significantly higher, with more than forty advisers
currently working for Downing Street. Advisers for the quad – Matt Hancock, Michael Gove,
Rishi Sunak and Dominic Raab – are said to be “completely swamped”, according to an
insider.
Dan Corry, the CEO of charity think tank NPC, was an economic adviser to Gordon Brown
during the financial crisis. “They are in uncharted territory now, but at that point we were too,”
says Corry, who also led the No 10 policy unit. “We didn’t know what would happen. Along
with the hard work, of which there was a lot, there was also a desire to get it right.”
Paul Harrison worked as an adviser to Jeremy Hunt before being recruited by Downing Street
to work as press secretary to Theresa May. “The intensity, level of focus and scrutiny is higher
in No 10,” he says. “Being a spokesman for the health secretary and being a spokesman for
the prime minister I found both different and tougher by a matter of several degrees.”
You don’t need to be watching Newsnight and shouting at the telly because they’re covering it
wrong
Along with Corry, Harrison became more cognisant of his experiences after leaving
government. Indeed, adjusting to life after serving in Downing Street can prove difficult. “Apart
from anything else, as a policy-focused person, you’ve done the best job you could ever have.
So, you think: what do I do next?” says Corry.
He continues: “Complete exhaustion is one of the things that hits you. It is nice to be able to
relax with family. In particular for my first spell as a special advisor when my kids were
younger, they still say we never saw you in those days. Even weaning yourself off watching
every bloody news programme is quite hard. You don’t need to be watching Newsnight and
shouting at the telly because they’re covering it wrong. So, you slowly normalise.”
Harrison agrees. “For me at least, there was a certain amount of coming to terms with what it
is that happened to you,” he says.
“There are people - and I think this
about myself, although with gratitude
rather than regret - who have to accept
that at the moment they leave No 10
they have finished with the most
interesting job they are ever going to
do."
One former aide to a Cabinet minister
says: “What I don’t miss is that feeling
of your guard always being up. It has to
be, because you could always get a
WhatsApp from an MP or a journalist
about something and you have to deal
with it immediately. It’s a very stressful
job because it is just relentless.”
Dominic Cummings has ruffled several
feathers since he returned to
government in the summer of 2019.
Lynn Davidson was shuffled out of her role as a special adviser at the MoD in February, soon
after reportedly criticising Cummings over his approach to government advisers.
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Earlier, Sajid Javid had quit as chancellor rather than allow five of his aides to be sacked and
replaced by a new unit of advisers that would serve No 10 and the Treasury. This came after
Sonia Khan, one of Javid’s aides, was sacked by Cummings the previous September.
In a provocative statement, Cummings moved the weekly SpAd meeting to 6pm on Fridays.
One of those to attend the sessions, which were regularly leaked to the media, says: “I don’t
warm to him at all. Ninety percent of the meetings were very boring parish notices.” They add:
“There was always the one or two soundbites that they wanted to get out or would hope that
[Times deputy political editor] Steve Swinford would tweet about it that evening.”
Advisers have largely gained their reputation from those who become known to the public. For
any one such story, however, there are more than 100 SpAds behind the scenes carrying out
their work.
•

“The best special advisors are the ones you’ve never heard of,” argues Ben Yong. He
cites Geoffrey Norris, who advised Tony Blair and Gordon Brown on industrial policy,
as an example. “He was an extremely powerful and effective Spad. If you wanted to get
something done you would go through Geoffrey Norris. But no one knew who he was.”

Nick Hillman says: “Not all spads have elephant-thick skin. They go into it because they are
interested in policy – they have a political viewpoint – but they want to make things better. A
lot of SpAds don’t want to be the story themselves.”
Like party whips, part of the intrigue comes from the fact that, in normal circumstances, we
never hear from advisers. The reality is then distorted by instances where the advisor broke
the cardinal rule: never become the story.
“People get very excited about special advisors and what they do,” says an ex-aide. “A lot of
the job is a bit mundane, day-to-day. They are there to do a job, and the vast majority of them
work very well with civil servants and their ministers. It’s not the cloak and dagger, clandestine
figure that people perhaps think.”

Defence
industry
celebrates
Dominic
Cummings'
departure
By Alan Tovey, Telegraph
Industry Editor November 13
2020
‘UNGUIDED MISSILE’ Cummings
brought 'chaos' to defence
plans, with 'mutual contempt'
between him and the MoD
Britain’s defence industry has reacted with “relief” and “joy” at news of Dominic Cummings’
imminent departure from No 10.
Military analysts and industry sources have described a sense of “chaos” caused by “lack of
understanding” on the part of the Prime Minister's top adviser as he delved into defence
spending plans.
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One leading figure in the industry referred to an air of “mutual contempt between Cummings
and the Ministry of Defence”, which meant determining the UK's security needs and how they
should be prioritised had been “distorted”.
Mr Cummings used his blog to attack defence contracts, saying they were loaded with “flawed
incentives so big, powerful companies continue to loot the taxpayer”. He has also backed
buying off-the-shelf equipment from abroad rather than bespoke kit tailored for British needs.
A favourite target of his was the Royal Navy’s new aircraft carriers, which Mr Cummings
thought were outdated and “already cannot be sent to a serious war with against a serious
enemy”.
•

Mr Cummings also advocated the adoption of new technology. In the five-yearly
security review – which was due in a few weeks but delayed into 2021 by the pandemic
– he is understood to have been pushing for greater focus on cyber and unmanned
warfare. This would mean a retreat from traditional weapons systems such as aircraft,
ships and armoured vehicles. Mr Cummings is suspected of being behind stories over
the summer that the security review could set out plans for the Army to retire its tanks.

With the UK such a big customer, defence companies were unwilling to speak on the record
for fear of harming relations with the government.
One senior sourced said: “Cummings was proud to be
stepping outside the normal procurement process and he
was frustrated by it. However, he didn’t understand why it
is done the way it is.”
Francis Tusa of Defence Analysis left, said: “For those
who dealt with him, it’s a case of good riddance. There’s a
degree of joy in the industry.”
The often-multi-decade nature of defence projects requires
longer-term thinking about how they are designed and
supplied, he added. There was a feeling that Mr
Cummings' ideas posed risk to major programmes, either
through reducing or abandoning them, or requiring
rethinks that would slow them down and push up pricing,
he said.
Mr Tusa said: “What costs in defence is the customer changing their mind about what they
want. What the industry wants is a degree of certainty so they can plan how they are going to
do things, invest in them and bring costs down.”
Heavyweight think-tank RUSI added that while Mr Cummings' unorthodox methods did bring
some new ideas, they could be harmful. Trevor Taylor said: “Cummings going is being met
with a certain amount of relief in industry. “Having an unguided missile like him banging
around can be useful in discussions but you have to make decisions. The views he held
seemed to be significantly based on a lack of understanding on aspects of defence and its
centrality to national power.”
Mr Taylor likened Mr Cummings' rationale of how military kit is purchased as to buying
domestic goods: "He saw buying a weapons system like buying a washing machine or a car
tyre, without regard of the freedom of action that making your own equipment gives a
country."

Jobs and jets could go in Ministry of Defence
battle for cash
By Steven Swinford, Deputy Political Editor | Lucy Fisher, Defence Editor, The Times
DEFENCE Officials say that the number of soldiers will have to be cut, bases closed and plans
for a new fighter jet shelved if the military is not given a multi-billion-pound settlement.
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Boris Johnson has told Rishi Sunak that he wants a £15 billion multi-year settlement for
defence to strengthen Britain’s place on the world stage after Brexit and underpin a defence
and security review.
Mr Sunak, however, wants a one-year settlement worth £1.9 billion. Both sides are at
loggerheads before the Comprehensive Spending Review on November 25, when a decision
will have to be made.
The Times has been told that officials have drawn up contingency plans for a small settlement
under which the army could be cut to fewer than 74,000 troops. There are also suggestions
that Tempest, a UK-led programme to develop a fighter jet, could have to be shelved.
A defence source said: “Losing people is one thing but it will also undoubtedly end up being
equipment too. Job losses at this time will be incredibly painful.”

A Ministry of Defence spokesman said: “This government has committed to grow defence
spending. In light of the decision to move to a one-year spending review we are considering
the implications for the completion of the integrated review and will provide an update in due
course.”
Threats to defer expected investment in Tempest will delight France and Germany where
collaboration on a rival initiative is under way.
One military source said that such a move by the government would amount to “self-harm to
the huge consortium and sovereign design and build capability” in the UK. It would cause far
greater surprise than cutting the army, which is expected, or selling bases, which is a
perennial proposal.
•

Economists have said that delaying investment in Tempest could push its delivery
back from 2035 to the 2040s. The jet will replace the RAF’s Typhoons, which are due to
be phased out from the middle of the next decade.

The army has already fallen about 9,000 soldiers below its minimum threshold of 82,000
regular personnel. That target was ditched from the Conservative election manifesto last year.
General Sir Nick Carter, chief of the defence staff, stressed recently that modernising the
armed forces would increasingly mean partnering humans with machines. This month he said
that a quarter of the army could be staffed by robots in future. Insiders now fear it could be
reduced to 65,000 regulars. The Ministry of Defence is facing a black hole of up to £13 billion
in its ten-year budget for equipment.
Defence economists said that a four-year settlement of about £15 billion would help solve the
most pressing financial concerns, but last month the government said that it was replacing a
planned multi-year spending review with one year’s cash for day-to-day spending.
Mr Sunak said that “we’ll be setting budgets for next year with a total focus on tackling Covid
and delivering our plan for jobs”.
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Royal Navy's aircraft carriers lack purpose
because there aren't enough jets and support
ships – penny pinching accusations!
By Danielle Sheridan, Telegraph Political Correspondent November 13 2020
THE ROYAL NAVY’S aircraft carriers lack purpose because 'penny-pinching' means there
aren't enough jets and support ships, the Commons spending watchdog has said. Ministers
were accused by the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) of a "debilitating lack of clarity" about
what they want the £6.4 billion HMS Queen Elizabeth and HMS Prince of Wales to achieve. It
comes after the National Audit Office said in June that the carriers’ could become nothing
more than "very expensive toys" due to a lack of support fleet.
Meanwhile, the PAC warned problems with the carriers’ Crowsnest airborne radar and
surveillance system, which monitors the skies, land and sea around the Navy's aircraft
carriers, was running 18 months late and will leave them with "less protection than planned".
It also agreed with the NAO that there is a lack of support vessels to supply the carriers and an
uncertainty around how many Lightning II jets will now be needed.
The UK has so far ordered 48 Lightning II jets, far less than its original intention to purchase
138, although its assumptions on how the carriers will be used have changed since then. The
cross-party committee warned that the Ministry of Defence's "failure to fund several key
supporting capabilities will restrict how it can use the carriers for many years".
Highlighting problems with the carrier strike programme, the committee said that the
Crowsnest delay was due to “poor contractor performance and inadequate departmental
oversight”. "The department also lacks the support ships it needs to supply the carriers and
has not yet developed a long-term solution to move
people and goods to and from a carrier group,” the
MPs said.
"There remains a disturbing lack of clarity about
the costs associated with purchasing and
supporting the Lightning II jets, as well as about
how many more the department will need or can
afford in the future."
Further problems could be caused by the highly
anticipated integrated defence review, which is due
to be released ahead of the delayed multi-year
Whitehall spending settlement.
Committee chairwoman Meg Hillie, right, said: "As
things stand the UK has two world-class aircraft
carriers with limited capability because the wider
debate about the UK's strategic defence capability and funding - has been repeatedly delayed.
"This debilitating lack of clarity threatens our
national defences yet it's not likely to be resolved
when the strategic defence review and the
comprehensive spending review look likely to be
out of step with each other once again.” Ms Hillier called on the MoD to “capitalise” on the
investment the UK has made “and deliver Carrier Strike”.
An MoD spokesman said the committee and the National Audit Office had recognised that
"considerable progress" had been made since their last reports in 2017. "Carrier strike is a
complex challenge which relies on a mix of capabilities and platforms. We remain committed
to investing in this capability.”
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Boris Johnson, Carrie Symonds and Dominic
Cummings: there were three in this marriage
By Tim Shipman, The Times Nov 14 2020
THE CRUNCH MOMENT of a week that shook Boris Johnson’s premiership came on
Wednesday evening as he was having conversations with the two most important women in
his life — the Queen and his fiancée. At 6.30pm the prime minister was in his study with Lee
Cain, his director of communications, discussing a plan to make him the Downing Street chief
of staff. News of the appointment had broken the night before and had led to a backlash from
ministers and MPs.
At that moment, a call came through from Buckingham Palace putting Johnson through for his
weekly audience with the Queen, now a remote event because of the coronavirus.
Cain left the room. When he returned, it became clear to him that Johnson had also had a
conversation with his fiancée Carrie Symonds. It was equally clear that she was implacably
opposed to Cain making the step up. “Lee realised he would not have the support of Carrie to
do the job,” a friend said. “It was not a secret in the building that she had intervened.” Cain
told Johnson: “It won’t be in your best interests for me to do the job. The best thing you can
do would be to accept my resignation.”
Johnson’s partner had staged an intervention that changed the face of government and led
one minister to waspishly compare Symonds to Elizabeth I in Blackadder II. “This week we’ve
seen who’s queen,” he said.
•

After another 48 hours of tumultuous personal drama and vicious infighting, both
Dominic Cummings, Johnson’s chief adviser, and Cain were gone from No 10 and his
premiership was set on a different path. The fall of Cummings appeared to be fallout
from a bitter power struggle over government communications between Cain, a former
tabloid reporter, and Allegra Stratton, the former television reporter Johnson had
recruited to be his new press secretary.

But the real story is that the events of last week lay in three meals Johnson had at Chequers,
his country retreat, plus an impromptu sausage-and-mash supper in Downing Street. Call it
four dinners and a political funeral.
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Lee Cain: a ‘working-class outsider’
Underlying it all was the conclusion the
prime minister had come to that his
government was not working with
Cummings at its head. “This whole thing
started about a month or six weeks ago,
when Boris finally resolved that he had to
get rid of Cummings,” a senior Tory said.
More intriguing still, it was Cain,
Cummings’s loyal lieutenant, who had
helped Johnson to conclude that
something had to change, setting in train
events that would sweep them both
away.
This is not just a story of internecine
warfare at the heart of government; it
was vivid dramatisation of the
contradictions in the prime minister’s
own political identity and character, a
battle for the soul of Johnson.
At its simplest, it was a division between
the Vote Leave faction of Brexiteer
buccaneers — led by Cummings and
Cain — who guided Johnson to his
victories in the 2016 EU referendum, the Tory leadership contest and last year’s election —
and others, led by Symonds and Stratton, who remember more fondly the consensual figure
who twice won the London mayoralty in a Labour city.
In the end, Johnson decided he quite liked that version of himself too. As one cabinet minister
put it: “Boris has finally decided that he wants to be the prime minister rather than a kidnap
victim.”

The dossier dinner
The drama began in the third week of October when Simon Case, the new cabinet secretary,
approached Cain “on behalf of the PM” about whether he would be interested in becoming
chief of staff. Seeing his opportunity, Cain wrote a note for Johnson on what was wrong with
the No 10 operation — a memo sent on October 26. “It was unforgiving about the problems
with the operation,” one of those familiar with the document said. “About individuals and
structures.”
•

Cain’s conclusion, the source said, was: “It was all about how there was no central
figure. It said there were problems in the private office, with policy development and
CCHQ” — Conservative campaign headquarters. Cain wanted a “central figure pulling
it all together”. This implied criticism of Martin Reynolds, Johnson’s principal private
secretary; Munira Mirza, the head of policy; and Tory chairwoman Amanda Milling. But
the lack of a central figure could only refer to Cummings.

Two days later, on October 28, Cain had dinner at Chequers with the prime minister and
Symonds. “They chatted about what was wrong with the operation, warts and all,” an insider
said. Johnson said he agreed with Cain’s assessments and would be keen for him to
implement them. Johnson did not make an explicit offer of the chief of staff role, but Cain
appeared to be in pole position.
The situation had acquired urgency because Cummings had taken himself off to lead the
government’s “moon-shot” programme for mass testing and had even less bandwidth than
usual for running the No 10 operation.
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Johnson was already unhappy at the way No 10 was functioning, detecting a lack of grip over
the debacle concerning the downgrading of exam results in September and funding free
school meals, a mess that put the government at odds with the footballer Marcus Rashford.
“He was very unhappy about that,” said a No 10 official. “It hasn’t been working for a long time
and that was something he recognised.”
Several months ago, Johnson discussed the chief of staff role with Sajid Javid, the former
chancellor. Javid made clear he could not work with Cummings, who had engineered his
ousting from the Treasury in a reshuffle earlier this year. More recently Johnson phoned Lord
Feldman, David Cameron’s party chairman, and asked him to do the job. Feldman was also
unprepared to work with Cummings.
Cain was already doing parts of the job. When Johnson and many other senior figures fell ill
with Covid in spring, it was Cain who stepped up and “kept the show on the road” effectively
running No 10 while Dominic Raab, the foreign secretary, acted as chairman of the cabinet. In
the past month, as Cummings focused on testing, Cain again assumed greater
responsibilities. A No 10 colleague said: “Lee corrals the senior team — he makes sure things
are done on deadline. Advisers go to Lee when they want decisions taken. He knows what
Boris thinks.”

Stratton makes her pitch
These talks about shaking up the operation coincided with the recruitment of Stratton to front
Downing Street press conferences. The idea of taking media briefings in front of camera was
Cain’s idea, but he did not want Stratton — at that point Rishi Sunak’s spin doctor.
However, at a dinner at Chequers in July at which Johnson and Symonds hosted Sunak,
Stratton and their partners, the prime minister had urged Stratton to do the job. “You used to
be the most popular politician in Britain,”
she told Johnson. She outlined ideas to
help him win back public approval. “Boris
wants to be loved and he saw that Allegra
had helped Rishi become popular,” said a
ministerial aide. “He wanted some of
that.”

Allegra Stratton accepted her role on
the basis she would report to
Johnson
Cain is understood to have been furious
when he heard about the exchanges. He
was no longer in control of a process he
had set in train. He sought to encourage
others to apply for the job. In the
interviews Stratton and the BBC’s Ellie
Price were “by a distance” the best
candidates and went forward to a mock
press conference and a “chemistry test”
interview with Johnson.
Those who were there say Price’s
“folksy” approach was more effective
than Stratton’s strident one to the mock press conference, but that Stratton’s interview with
Johnson was better. He chose Stratton.
She took the job on the basis that she would report to the prime minister. Cain insisted she
work to him and his deputy Jack Doyle. They clashed over whether Stratton would get a pay
rise and an office (she didn’t).
Cain insisted that he appoint her deputy and said he wanted Price. Stratton saw that as an
attempt to install the “stop Allegra candidate”. She preferred Angus Walker, a former ITV
colleague who is now special adviser to Gavin Williamson, the education secretary.
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Stratton told Cain: “I can’t work with you.” She texted Johnson that she would quit, and he
should appoint Price instead.
On November 4 — two Wednesdays ago — Johnson asked Stratton back to Chequers for
lunch with him and Symonds: the third key meal. There he suggested that Cain would be chief
of staff and the two women told him it was a bad move. Both felt his communications strategy
had proved ineffective. Both also had concerns about the macho culture over which he and
Cummings presided in Downing Street, which they felt had made life uncomfortable for several
young women advisers.
•

“Carrie just felt
very clearly
and firmly that
he was wrong
for Boris and
for the
government
and for the
agenda and for
his
relationships
with people,” a
friend said.
“She just felt
he was at the
heart of all the
stuff that
hadn’t been
working.”

Cain got wind of the conversation and wrote a letter of resignation. Johnson texted him to say
he would not accept it. On the Thursday, Johnson waved Cain’s letter at Stratton and made
clear she would have to report to Cain. On her kitchen wall at home was a picture of Anthony
Scaramucci, who lasted as Donald Trump’s communications director for 11 days. It had long
been the joke in her family about whether she would make it to 12 days. That now looked
doubtful.
Last Sunday, Johnson cooked sausages while Cain mashed potato and swede into a lumpy
accompaniment and the two ate together in the Downing Street garden. Over more than two
hours they discussed the shortcomings of the operation. “In the middle of this Covid crisis,
it’s your duty to the country to stay,” Johnson said.

The volcano blows
The following day the mood in No 10 was strange. One witness said Cain was “walking around
the building whistling”. Stratton considered resigning. Johnson told her it was her duty to
serve. “It felt like a volcano was going to blow,” said one witness. “You could see the smoke
starting to swirl. The birds were flying away.”
At 7pm that evening Johnson called in Cain and said he did want him to be chief of staff. He
had sounded out Case and Lord Udny-Lister, his other senior adviser. They were keen on the
idea. Case wanted more political grip. Lister, 71, agreed to remain in No 10 to help Cain bed
into his new role. At this point Johnson had not consulted Cummings — something that belies
the notion that the “dark lord” of Downing Street was behind a plot to install his closest ally.
Allies of Cain say he asked for 24 hours to think about it and stressed that he would need the
backing of Symonds if he was to do the job. His enemies say Johnson had not made a firm
offer. Either way, the following evening the story leaked to The Times, along with the view that
access to Johnson should be restricted to Cummings, Cain, Case and Lister.
Cain’s enemies say his camp leaked the news to bounce Johnson into the appointment, his
allies that it was done to stop the plan in its tracks.
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Whatever the intention, the backlash was swift and brutal. Ministers and MPs reacted with
fury. They contacted Johnson and his chief whip, Mark Spencer, to say Cummings had to go
and they would not tolerate his “Mini Me” being given a more prominent role. Spencer said the
move would “lose the backbenchers”.
At lunchtime on Wednesday, the BBC’s Laura Kuenssberg tweeted that Symonds was “deeply
unhappy about the plan”. Stratton told Johnson she would have to quit. Mirza was also
furious, having got wind of Cain’s criticisms of her work.

The Cain mutiny
The row over the future of Cain exhumed long-standing ministerial hatred of Cummings and
his culture of aggression. Grant Shapps, the transport secretary, was furious when Cain
peremptorily sacked Neil Tweedie, a special adviser to transport secretary, allegedly for
leaking details of a meeting that Tweedie says he was not even in — a situation that is still the
subject of HR negotiations.
Allies of Symonds refer to the
duo as “the mad mullahs”. One
senior cabinet minister calls
Cummings David Koresh, after
the cult leader who caused the
tragic Waco siege in Texas in
1993. Symonds and Stratton, in
close contact, both worked on
Johnson. “Carrie was
depressed,” another friend said.
“She didn’t think this was who
Boris is.”
Other ministers and donors had
complained for months that
Cummings would sit at the back of what were supposed to be one-on-one meetings with
Johnson. One donor, irate at finding Cummings “huffing and puffing” in one encounter with
Johnson asked him: “Are you on drugs?” When Cummings said, “No,” he added: “Surely you
should be on some sort of medication.”
One ally said: “Dom has basically spent most of the last year telling people to f*** off. People
who should have been his allies were not there for him this week.”
Insiders say Johnson’s relationship with Cummings had “effectively broken down”, beginning
with the incident when Cummings drove 260 miles to Co Durham during the first lockdown.
Multiple sources say Cummings treated Johnson with contempt, rejecting calls to apologise in
a televised statement.
“Dom’s attitude, even to Boris, was: ‘I don’t answer to you.’” One recalls Cummings receiving
a text message from Johnson and waving it around, making clear he was going to ignore it.
“Dom didn’t bother returning calls for long periods of time,” another recalled.
•

Mistrust was sown further by the most damaging leak of Johnson’s premiership when
two newspapers announced the plans for a second national lockdown even before
Johnson had definitively made up his mind. “Boris was apocalyptically incandescent,”
said a Whitehall source. He was forced into a hasty weekend announcement of the
plans and demanded a leak inquiry.

In the bitter briefing wars last week Cain and Cummings were both accused of being the socalled “chatty rat”. Cain has been cleared of being the source of “part” of the leak, but the
investigation continues.
Despite his growing distrust, Johnson fought on Wednesday night to stop other Vote Leave
aides quitting.
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Some sources say Cummings, having lost Cain, sought to persuade others to go — a
technique he used when MPs tried to oust him from Vote Leave in 2016. Cummings denies this
but Brexit team member Oliver Lewis was close to quitting.
Lord Frost, the chief Brexit negotiator, met Johnson at 10pm that night to seek and win
assurances from Johnson that he would not weaken his negotiating position. That did not stop
people in Cummings’s orbit briefing that Brexit was in danger if he was allowed to go.
But by Thursday, Cummings had also resolved to leave by Christmas. His last throw of the
dice — demanding that Cleo Watson, his closest aide, be made chief of staff — was rejected
by Johnson.
On Friday, even that plan was untenable. Brexiteers said Cummings has become vocal in
private about Johnson’s shortcomings in recent months, labelling him “indecisive”. One
characterised this view as: “Just make a f***ing decision and stick to it.” He added: “People
are now openly questioning
whether he is right for the
job.”
With a full-blown briefing war
under way, it was also open
season on Symonds by allies
of Cain and Cummings. One
claimed she calls Johnson’s
private office “more than 20
times a day demanding that
he leave meetings to call her
back” — a claim dismissed
as untrue by her allies and
impartial civil servants.
On Friday lunchtime Johnson
called in Cain and Cummings
to tell them it would be their
last day in No 10. Both told friends the meeting was “warm with lots of laughter” as the trio
recounted their battles together. “When you split up with a girlfriend, it’s best to move out
quickly,” a friend said.
But Johnson had become angry at the media briefings against Symonds. A senior No 10
source said: “The prime minister was clear with them on Friday that the briefings had to stop,
and it was clear that they had not stopped.”
Some Tories are queasy about Symonds’s role in last week’s events. A former cabinet minister
said: “We have a constitutional conundrum that the prime minister’s girlfriend is deciding
senior non-ministerial appointments, which I think is without precedent.”
Friends of Symonds are furious at the way she has been depicted. One said: “Carrie was
deliberately dragged into it at a key moment to damage her and to undermine the case she was
making. They want her to look like Lady Macbeth. She is one of the very few people around the
prime minister who understands the Conservative Party.”
Cain’s allies are equally incensed by what they see as a cabal of “posh southern women” who
have ousted a working-class man from Ormskirk in Lancashire. “This bloke is a working-class
outsider who went from dressing as a chicken to become the prime minister’s director of
communications,” said a leading Tory strategist. “He got the job on merit without going to a
fancy school or Oxford or being on the BBC. There’s something distasteful about the glee with
which they have greeted his demise.”
But the bitter personal animus also disguises a genuine disagreement about the future of
government policy. The Vote Leave crew fear Stratton and Symonds will steer Johnson away
from the policies that won him the election.
One accused Stratton of wanting Johnson to be “pink Stetson Boris” — a reference to when
Johnson put on the headgear at a Pride parade.
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“Like it or not, he was elected by leave voters,” the former No 10-aide said. “These people
need to respect his mandate. You’ve got to dance with them what ‘brung ya’ or we will lose the
next election.”
This line of attack enrages Symonds and Stratton, who both voted to leave. Stratton has told
friends she was the “only Brexiteer on television”. Her approach, outlined to her new
colleagues, is not to change Johnson’s approach but to do better at working up policy that will
transform the lives of working-class voters and communicating it better to them. “Allegra has
tried for months to get them to talk about levelling up, but nothing was happening. She’s very
realistic about what people want from their government. It’s not about waffly Cameronism —
it’s about being competent and delivering.”
Having ousted his key aides on Friday, Johnson, typically, sought to minimise the
confrontation, telling officials: “I told them we should get the gang back together” to fight the
next election.
Johnson visited Cain in his office and signed a pair of boxing gloves emblazoned with “Get
Brexit done” before making a speech wishing him well. “He’s the only one of my staff who
always answers the phone calls, no matter what time of day or night,” Johnson said, adding: “I
sometimes wait for days for Dom to return them.”
One colleague said: “Dom’s favourite gesture at the moment in conversations is to pull the pin
from an imaginary hand grenade and then throw the grenade over his shoulder as he leaves
the room. Everyone is braced.”
In the end, Cummings and Cain blew themselves up. What remains to be seen is whether their
departure marks the start of a bright new future for Johnson or the beginning of the end.

No 10 deserves a better media strategy
By Juliet Samuel, The Telegraph October 17 2020
IS BRITAIN’S IAGO losing his grip? The Prime Minister’s chief adviser Dominic Cummings
gained notoriety early in government by purging anyone suspected of disloyalty and consolidating power in a single chain of command. Whatever its problems, the No 10 machine has
since acted as a unified whole, with very little internal backstabbing.
Unfortunately, this arrangement also centralised control in the hands of a man who, by all accounts, is not very interested in the mundane, day-to-day tasks of government. Insiders characterise Mr Cummings as a clever man whose talent lies in pursuing new ideas, rather than diligently attending to the Prime
Minister, carrying around all the
right briefing notes and deftly
managing the media.
The Government’s appearance of
chaos owes much to his reluctance either to perform these
roles or let any other figure
emerge who could do them instead.
That could now be about to
change, thanks to two personnel
changes. The first is the hiring of
Allegra Stratton, formerly Rishi
Sunak’s adviser and a former television journalist, to be No 10’s
official spokesperson. Downing Street’s management of the media has so far been characterised by ignoring parts of it, intermittently attacking others and giving sporadic, high-level
briefings to some.
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This approach has culminated in a situation in which its spinners are so discredited that even
when No 10 flatly contradicts rumours, like the silly story that Boris Johnson had somehow
jetted off for a secret weekend in Perugia, seasoned journalists are genuinely not sure whether
to believe them.
Ms Stratton’s job is to restore some measure of trust, consistency and – dare we dream –
foresight to the whole operation. In doing so, however, she may have to tread on Mr Cummings’ toes, or those of his close loyalists.
The other change is the news that Mr Johnson is looking for a chief of staff to manage him and
his office. If this can do away with the bizarre spectacle, described by insiders, of the Prime
Minister turning up alone to meetings without even a note-taker to hand and giving press conferences in which he can’t accurately describe his own Covid rules, it is a very welcome development.
On his blog, Mr Cummings has written extensively of the British state’s failure to install competent managers and professionalise basic functions. It is good news if he is finally allowing
his own insights to be applied inside Downing Street.

Biggest government
comms teams revealed
by official figures
By Ian Griggs, PR Week, September 30, 2020 s
THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE has the biggest
comms team of any government department,
accounting for nearly a quarter of the 2,220
employees with this type of role across
Whitehall, official figures show. The MoD employed 540 people with a comms function, more
than double that of the next largest team, at the Ministry of Justice, which had 250 people in
this type of role.
The figures form part of statistical data released by the Cabinet Office this autumn, which
shows the functions of staff across government departments, executive agencies and nonministerial departments, as of 31 March 2020.
Making up the top five biggest comms teams in Whitehall were the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), with 240 people; the Department for Education
(DfE), with 200; and the Home Office, with 190. A similar study in 2016, by the Office for
National Statistics (ONS), revealed the shift in size of the five largest government comms
teams.
The MoD – also the biggest team in 2016 – increased its comms personnel by 30 in the past
four years and DfE’s comms team has also nearly doubled in size, from 110 people, over the
same period.
Defra has more than doubled its comms headcount from a 2016 figure of 110, however this
figure includes comms staff from the department's five arms-length bodies - the Environment
Agency, Natural England, the Forestry Commission, the Animal & Plant Health Agency and the
Rural Payments Agency - which were brought under central control that year.
By contrast, the Home Office’s comms team has sharply contracted in size from a 2016 figure
of 330 people, when it was second only to the MoD.
Moving down through the 10 biggest departments, by size of comms team, the Department for
International Trade (DIT) has 180 comms staff, while the Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has 130.
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The Department for Health and Social Care’s (DHSC) comms team has more than doubled from
50 people in 2016 to 110 in March 2020, as the COVID-19 crisis took hold in the UK. The
department has since drafted in additional comms expertise to help cope with the pandemic.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) has increased its comms team by a quarter, to
100 people, since 2016, while the Department for Housing, Communities & Local Government
(DCLG) has 80 comms staff.
Of the smaller government
comms teams, the Treasury
has quadrupled its number
of staff with this function
from 10 to 40 since 2016.
The Department for Work
and Pensions (DWP) did not
provide figures on its
comms team to the
government study, but
according to the 2016
figures it employed 160
people with this function.
DWP was contacted but
declined to say how many
people currently work in its
comms team. The Cabinet Office, the Department for Transport and the Scotland Office also
failed to provide figures to the 2016 or 2020 studies.
PRWeek contacted all three departments but they had not provided figures at the time of
publication. The statistics also revealed the size of comms teams across 40 executive
agencies, which are sponsored by government departments, as well as for non-ministerial
departments. HMRC was by far the biggest with 240 comms staff, nearly three times more than
the Crown Commercial Service's 90. However, HMRC’s comms team has shrunk since 2016,
when the non-ministerial department employed nearly 400 people.
In joint third place were Public Health England and the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency,
which both employed 80 comms people. There were 1,620 people employed in comms across
40 organisations, as of 31 March, and the majority of teams had fewer than 100 people.
•

According to the data, the mean salary of full-time male civil servants – for all
functions, including comms – was £34,530, while the mean salary of full-time female
civil servants was £32,760. The disparity equates to a 5.1 per cent gender pay gap for
full-time roles across government, but this rose to 8.4 per cent for part-time workers.
The average gender pay gap across the UK for full-time staff in 2019 was 8.9 per cent,
according to the ONS.

The statistics showed that the median salary of those with a comms function was £36,590. The
civil servants with the highest median pay were inspectors of education and training (£69,120),
while the lowest paid had ‘operational delivery’ titles (£25,120).
Based on the figures for median salaries, the annual wage bill for comms to the end of March
across central government departments was more than £81m.
For executive agencies and non-ministerial departments, the figure was £59m and the
combined total, with government department comms teams, was £140m.

Impending cuts
In July, the Government announced a drastic shake-up of the number of comms people it
employs, with the intention to reduce the number from the current figure of nearly 4,000 to just
hundreds.
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A review process began this month to look at the comms work of every department and decide
on an “appropriate” number. Any changes will be carried out from April 2021. Alex Aiken,
executive director of the Government Communications Service, is tasked with implementing
them.
It was reported in the summer that the maximum number of people in any government comms
team would not exceed 30. However, PRWeek understands that this is a baseline figure and
that some departments could end up with more or fewer than this.

Dominic Cummings' departure is a tragedy, but
now the PM can reboot -The Telegraph View 14 November 2020
DOMINIC CUMMINGS, who walked out of Downing Street last Friday, is one of the most
important and substantial figures in post-1997 centre-Right politics. He understood long
before others the changing nature of British society, and how to reinvent politics for a Blairite
era. Before much of the country had even heard of him, he had helped keep Britain out of the
euro and defeated the attempt to create a pointless north-east assembly.
As Michael Gove’s special adviser he pulled off the biggest educational reform for decades –
academies, loathed by the Left, which have given thousands of poorer children a better
chance in life – and as head of Vote Leave, he masterminded the “take back control” strategy
that won the referendum.
It was only the partnership of Boris Johnson and Mr Cummings that squeezed Brexit through
Parliament, breaking every wretched consensus designed to make change impossible in this
country, until Labour agreed to an election that was practically a death sentence. It proved
historic: the Tories even won Tony Blair’s old seat of Sedgefield.
•

Very few elected politicians ever achieve this much. But in the end his attempts at
integrating his Vote Leave praetorian guard into the machinery of government failed,
overwhelmed by Covid, lack of bandwidth, various errors and personality clashes in
No 10. The fact that his tragic departure is being cheered by so many Remainers,
social-democrat Tories, careerists, woke activists and of course Labour should give
his jubilant enemies in the Tory party pause for thought.

So, what next for the Tories, and for Boris Johnson? It is a shame that Cummings is leaving,
but this is an opportunity for Mr Johnson to reboot his government and bounce back from the
pandemic. He must appoint a strong team as soon as possible and make the best of the fact
that a vaccine is on the horizon. He needs to showcase his personality again. He needs to
double down on the entirety of his agenda of the past 18 months, not just the easy stuff
(spending more on the NHS) but also on the disruptive elements, too: cracking down on crime,
human rights and immigration reform, and the rest.
It must not mean caving in to the woke crowd or elevating the green agenda as his primary
mission: this would make the Government almost indistinguishable from Labour and would
misread the 2019 election completely. The promise to “take back control” applies to escaping
the cloying embrace of the British liberal-Left as well as the Eurocrats.
Crucially, there needs to be a clearer, pro-growth economic policy inspired by supply-side
economics. The country is spending too much, and cuts are needed in many (but not all)
areas.
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•

Mr Johnson knows that Brexit will only work if it is accompanied by a dramatic change
in the way we do business. An example is the new proposal to transform the Supreme
Court – an excellent idea, still on track despite Mr Cummings’ exit – reducing the
number of permanent judges, bringing in specialists and changing the body’s
grandiose name.

Created by New Labour, it has metastasised into a constitutional court, which was almost
certainly the point: the Left, sick of being beaten at the ballot box, wanted to advance its
agenda with judicial activism backed up by spurious human rights legislation (itself imported
from Europe).
The Tories cannot do what they want to do, or even survive in government, unless they are
willing to reform broken bodies and take on vested interests. They might not want a culture
war – but unless they fight one, they’ll find themselves conquered and occupied by the Left.
The good news is that Mr Johnson, even shorn of Mr Cummings, knows this perfectly well. He
must reassert his own control and roll out a radical, reformist, yet conservative agenda.

Give it a reset,
PM. What we
need is orderly government – The Sunday Times View
MANY WILL HAVE been bemused by the Downing Street bust-up dominating the headlines
and which has led to the departure of two key advisers, Dominic Cummings and Lee Cain. Mr
Cummings — known, among other things, for the No 10 garden press conference in which he
tried to justify breaking lockdown rules — is now also known for showily carrying a box of his
possessions out of the front door.
The manner of his departure and that of Mr Cain, a more obscure figure, said a lot about the
way Boris Johnson has run things since becoming prime minister 16 months ago. This was
two bald men arguing not over a comb but over access to Mr Johnson’s ear. Conflicting
reports suggest he secured their departure either by being tough and decisive or after cosy
reminiscences about the referendum.
The bemusement is over how such a soap opera could have unfolded while the country is in
the middle of the biggest public health emergency for decades. Last week the UK passed the
grisly milestone of 50,000 recorded Covid-19 deaths — the true figure is higher — the first
country in Europe to do so. The crisis has profound consequences for the economy,
livelihoods and mental and physical health.
•

Rows over advisers do not bode well for prime ministers. Margaret Thatcher was gone
a year after the resignation of her adviser Sir Alan Walters in 1989, along with the
chancellor Nigel Lawson. Theresa May got rid of Fiona Hill and Nick Timothy after the
2017 election — but to no avail.

Right now, No 10’s internal battles look like wanton self-indulgence and the episode reflects
badly on the prime minister’s judgment. Mr Cain is out only days after being offered the job of
chief of staff by Mr Johnson, an offer that was then said to have been withdrawn after
objections by the new face of government communications, Allegra Stratton, and the prime
minister’s fiancée, Carrie Symonds. Mr Johnson had allowed government to become a
continuous election campaign, reflecting one thing that Mr Cummings is known to be good at.
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Mr Johnson, who is prone to blue-sky thinking himself, whether it be bridges across the
Channel or the Irish Sea, or airports in the Thames Estuary, has always needed somebody to
bring his ideas down to earth, not drive them further skywards. Lord Udny-Lister can do that
as acting chief of staff, but he is only a temporary appointment.
The priorities are clear.
Mr Johnson benefits
from public goodwill in
spite of, rather than
because of, his
handling of the
coronavirus.
There has never been
a sense of grip from the
top, or of anybody in
government able to
assess the evidence
from scientists and
achieve a balance
between timely
restrictions and
damage to the
economy.
The government has
lurched too often and
usually left things too
late. Nor is this helped
by the appearance of a
government “chumocracy” in which people are appointed not for their skills and experience,
but because they are chums, or chums of chums.
Low levels of public confidence in the government’s handling of the coronavirus also reflect
its poor communications, which Ms Stratton’s appointment is intended to fix. It remains to be
seen if it does. Mr Johnson’s style can be amusing, but on matters of life and death it comes
across as bumbling.
The Scottish Tory leader, Douglas Ross, was honest enough recently to admit that Nicola
Sturgeon’s significantly better ratings for her handling of the pandemic reflect that the first
minister is a better communicator.
That brings to mind another problem for Mr Johnson: preserving the Union. As the Old
Etonian leader of a Vote Leave government, he was always going to struggle north of the
border. The pandemic has added to the risk of a break-up of the UK.
That danger, and damage to the economy, will increase further if the government fails to
secure an EU trade deal.
•

All of which means the promised reset of the government cannot only be about who
advises the prime minister. It is time to move on from the sterile debate between
leavers and Remainers, terms that should be banned in Downing Street.

•

Mr Johnson should turn to some of the talent, experience and communication skills
on the Tory back benches, including former cabinet ministers such as Sajid Javid and
Jeremy Hunt. The Brexiteer dead wood needs to be cleared out.

The prime minister has the advantage of an 80-seat majority. If this crisis achieves anything, it
will be as a wake-up call before people give up on this administration and, as in America, vote
for quiet competence. The government needs to do very much better, not tear itself apart.
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How 'hyperlocal' journalism can restore trust in
the media
By Una Murphy, Lecturer in Journalism, Coventry University, The Conversation:
October 12 2020
IT IS A CRITICAL TIME for public interest journalism. Trust in the mainstream media is a major
problem as fake news spreads unabated on social networks. One of the key issues is the
disappearance of local newspapers which could prove to be “catastrophic” for some areas of
the UK, according to a new government report. The report warns that the decline of the local
press reduces scrutiny of democratic functions and that this is “unlikely” to improve without
intervention.
So it has never been more important to support the scores of independent community
publishers up and down the country.
They amplify the issues that are important to their readers. Their stories could help restore
public trust in journalism – but only if the government puts its money where its mouth is and
helps to fund them.
According to the Independent Community News Network (ICNN) – which has more than 120
members throughout the UK – a “hyperlocal” news service is one which typically pertains to
“a specific geographic area such as a town, neighbourhood, village, county or even
postcode”. Among their members are titles as diverse as Shetland News and Cornish Stuff.
The ICNN website states that the shift to online has resulted in an upheaval of the traditional
models of journalism. Jobs have been lost, revenues are in decline as advertising dries up and
public service journalism has been hit hardest as publications retreat from their traditional
stomping grounds. It continues:
But this digital migration has also inspired individuals and communities to step up to provide
an alternative source of information through social enterprises, businesses and voluntary
services – delivering enormous civic value.
At a recent conference
hosted by Coventry
University, senior
academics argued that
the sustenance of this
sector was vital to
ensure local
communities were
aware of the nuances of
issues like COVID-19
and Brexit.
This aligned with
recent evidence from
the Edelman Trust,
which showed that
there has been a
resurgence in public
trust in local journalism
over the past decade –
and an erosion of trust
in mainstream outlets.
In the UK, the BBC emerged as the most important news source for coronavirus information
during the first few months of the pandemic. But survey data shows that only 45% of
respondents rate news media as trustworthy sources of such information – a decrease of 12%
between April and August.
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To do their work in helping to restore public trust, these fledgling independent community
publishers need money. A £2m government-backed Future News Fund was launched in
England in 2019 to boost local public interest journalism.
This was a good start. But the government has resisted the innovation fund for public interest
journalism that was recommended by the Cairncross review last year. The review also called
for tax reliefs and a new Institute for Public Interest News.
The £35 million “All in, all together” campaign, set up by the government during the pandemic,
was spent on advertising in national and regional newspapers – but no cash was allocated to
independent publishers.
Matthew Abbott, the ICNN community project officer, said: Unfortunately, 95% of ICNN
members haven’t been able to access any of the government’s 11 support measures, including
furloughing staff, VAT exemption on e-publications and the £35m that was allocated to save
the newspaper industry via a public health advertising campaign.
If the UK government continues to do nothing to address this imbalance, media plurality in the
UK will disappear altogether, along with many hundreds of jobs and vital community
resources.
ICNN did, however, secure funding for independent community publishers from the Welsh
government and Public Health Scotland, which have set the benchmark for Westminster to
follow.
A News Recovery Plan set out by the National Union of Journalists has called for “strategic
investment in government advertising, including the hyperlocal sector”. Tech giants, including
Google and Facebook, as well as philanthropists and charitable trusts are intervening with
increasing frequency to support local journalism.
But in the era of fake news – when it is so important for the public to understand the issues
around COVID-19 and Brexit – the government needs to do more to help these independent
community publishers spread the truth and to keep their readers
informed.theconversation.com

Is UK public broadcasting still 'fit for purpose'
in the digital age?
By Jamie Medhurst, The Conversation, November
17 2020. Jamie is Reader in Film, Television and
Media/Co-Director, Centre for Media History, at
Aberystwyth University and is currently working
on the early years of television and the BBC, ad a
project on television and society in Wales in the
1970s. He is in the very initial stages of a project
on the history of public service broadcasting in
Britain
THE FUTURE of UK public broadcasting is in play. On
November 10 the culture minister Oliver Dowden
announced that he was establishing a panel to advise
his department as part of the government’s strategic
review of public service broadcasting. Ominously he
wrote, in an article in The Daily Telegraph that the
review would “ask really profound questions” about the role of public service broadcasters in
the digital age, “and indeed whether we need them at all”.
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The panel includes former Downing
Street spokesman Robbie Gibb, Michael
Jackson, former chief executive of
Channel 4, BBC chair and executive
chairman of ITV, Andrew Griffith, MP for
Arundel and South Downs and former
chief operating officer of Sky, and Jane
Turton, chief executive of All3Media.
Given the UK-wide remit, voices from
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
appear to be thin on the ground. And, as
the former Labour home secretary David
Blunkett has pointed out in a letter to the
Financial Times, most members of the
panel have had either close ties to the
Conservative government or have
professional backgrounds which might
colour their thinking on public
broadcasting.
The aim of the panel is to provide
“independent expertise and advice” for
the review of public service
broadcasting, taking into consideration a
number of issues, including whether it is
still needed.
The panel will also consider whether the
current funding model for the UK’s
public service broadcasters – the BBC,
ITV, Channel 4, S4C, STV and Channel 5 – is sustainable and fit for purpose.
Public service broadcasting has a specific and challenging remit in the UK. Trying to define it
in a single sentence is notoriously difficult. For proponents, the phrase embodies ideas of
quality: “the best”. Its detractors, on the other hand, might argue that it is a covert method of
state interference and influence over what people listen to and watch.
At the heart of public service broadcasting is a desire to provide something for everybody, to
provide access to information, education, and entertainment regardless of class, status,
background, gender, race. Idealistic, some might argue, yet surely a cornerstone of a healthy
democracy and a pluralist society. Apart from anything else, public service broadcasters
provide content that the market alone cannot provide.

Inform, educate, entertain
But the world in which the concept of public service broadcasting, as espoused by the BBC’s
first director general, John Reith, pictured below, was developed and nurtured has long gone.
The argument, put forward by government-appointed committees in the 1920s, that the
scarcity of space on the airwaves necessitated a broadcasting service “in the nation’s best
interests”, and that it should be a monopoly is dead.
In those early days, broadcasting was viewed as a public utility, and – as the broadcasting
historian Paddy Scannell has argued – the mandate to develop it as a national service in the
public interest came from the state.
This Reithian approach to public broadcasting in the early days of radio broadcasting was
based on four tenets. First, the need to protect broadcasting from commercial pressures was
safeguarded by creating an assured source of funding (a licence fee for all those who owned
wireless sets). Second, the service was to be provided for the whole nation regardless of the
geographic location of the listener.
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The policy of a universal
service was achieved, third,
by the establishment of a
National Programme
(broadcast from London)
and, fourth, by a Regional
Programme from selected
cities across the UK
(including Cardiff and
Birmingham).
When Independent
Television (ITV) broke the
BBC’s monopoly on
broadcasting in 1955, many
painted a picture of a
broadcasting landscape in
which public service broadcasting was represented by the BBC and commercial broadcasting
was championed by ITV. Yet this is misleading, as the commercial network was firmly
established on public service broadcasting principles, with a state-appointed authority to
regulate it and ensure programme quality. There were clear public service obligations laid
down in the 1954 Television Act, and in subsequent broadcasting Acts, although it’s fair to say
that since the 1990s, these have been gradually eroded.

Modern times
During the 1980s, the BBC was embroiled in a bitter battle with the Conservative government
under Margaret Thatcher. At the heart of it was a clash of ideals and a desire on the part of the
government to “modernise” the corporation (including a failed attempt to introduce
advertising to the BBC in the mid-1980s).
By the end of the 1980s and
early 1990s, it was the turn of
ITV to face the wrath of the
government, and the
Broadcasting Acts of 1990 and
1996 led to a process which
would change the face of ITV
forever. The legislation set up
a sealed-bid auction for ITV
franchises and relaxed the
laws on the ownership of ITV
companies.
Since then, increasing
competition from satellite
broadcasters and now
companies such as Netflix and
Amazon, not to mention social
media platforms, all pose a
threat to public service
broadcasting. But as the BBC’s
centenary approaches, we cannot abandon the core principles upon which the broadcasting
services of the UK’s nations and, indeed, the public broadcasting services of myriad other
countries, including Germany, Japan and Australia, have been founded.
Despite a feeling in government, perhaps, that the BBC and other public services broadcasters
are an anachronism, a relic of the past, broadcasting historians are more than happy to show
that they have, in fact, always adapted to changing times. They have managed to adapt for a
hundred years – they need to be allowed to continue to adapt for another hundred.
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What Can Be
Salvaged from
the UK’s
Integrated Review?
By Professor Malcolm Chalmers, Deputy Director-General of the Royal United Services Institute (RUSI). October 27 2020.
Malcolm’s research is focused on UK defence, foreign and
security policy. His recent publications have included studies on: Brexit and European security; the UK’s Modernising
Defence Programme review; prospects for, and implications
of, a war in Korea; the UK and the North Atlantic; implications of Brexit for UK foreign and security policy; future nuclear threats to the UK; the 2015 Spending Review outcome
for the MoD, FCO, Home Office, DFID and cross-government
funds. In recent months, he led RUSI ‘track 2’ delegations to
Taiwan and Russia; led the UK delegation to the Trilateral
Nuclear Dialogue in Washington DC; and was the only UK
expert to participate in the consultation conference for
France’s Defence Review.
THE GOVERNMENT’S DECISION to call off the multi-year Comprehensive Spending Review,
announced on 21 October, has left the future of the Integrated Review uncertain and senior
defence leaders very frustrated. There is now little prospect of the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
getting the medium-term financial settlement which it needs to drive through the
transformation in the UK's defences which it has championed for the last several years.
Instead, it faces another year of planning blight, with all the associated delays and wasted
resources that this entails.
Nor can we assume that there will be a Comprehensive Spending Review, along with a
resuscitated Integrated Review, in 2021. After the 2008 financial crisis, two years elapsed
before the austerity-driven 2010 Spending Review and accompanying Strategic Defence and
Security Review were completed. It could take just as long before the Treasury is able to fully
assess the damage done to the country’s finances by the coronavirus crisis.
The MoD, along with most other spending departments (apart from health and schools), could
be in for a long wait.
•

Yet the Integrated Review was never only about agreeing a new set of defence
priorities. Much of the discussion over recent months, repeatedly highlighted in
extensive consultations with external experts, has centred on the need for a new vision
for British foreign policy. Although the British people decided to leave the EU more
than four years ago, ministers have still not made a clear policy statement on how they
see the UK's role in the world once Brexit is completed.

Without an assured financial underpinning, such a document would inevitably be high-level in
some respects, especially in relation to resource prioritisation. But it could still provide clear
guidance and direction on foreign, security and defence policy issues that are not primarily
about money.
These could include, but would not be limited to, the UK's relations with its key allies in the US
and Europe, the reasoning behind the much-trailed ‘Indo-Pacific tilt’, the importance the UK
attaches to tackling the global climate emergency, and how it plans to respond to the
challenges of great power competition, most notably in relation to Russia and China.
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The document could set a seal of approval on key aspects of the now-stalled Integrated
Review process, while leaving others – those involving longer-term finance – in abeyance for
now. To avoid confusion, it might be best not to label this document an ‘Integrated Review’.
Possible alternatives might include ‘The UK's Foreign Policy Vision’, or even simply ‘The UK in
the World’.
It makes no sense to publish such a paper in November. The decision to publish the Integrated
Review in November never made geopolitical sense, situated as it would have been at the start
of the presidential interregnum in the US and near the end of the UK’s hard-fought
negotiations with the EU on their future relationship. The only reason for November
publication was programmatic, namely the need to ensure that the Integrated Review’s
commitments were fully funded.
•

That rationale has now gone. It therefore makes sense for the Integrated Review to be
replaced with a ‘UK in the World’ paper, to be published in spring or summer 2021.
This new timetable would allow the UK to take proper account of where the US is
heading under a Democratic leadership, or (just possibly) the need to assess the
implications for the Western alliance of a second Trump term. It would also provide a
platform for the government to explain its vision on future relations with its European
neighbours, with particular reference to foreign, security and defence cooperation.

The next full Integrated Review might not be until the autumn of 2022. The country needs a
clear statement of how ministers see the UK’s role in the world well before then. The views
expressed in this Commentary are the author's, and do not represent those of RUSI or any
other institution.

BAE unveils 'Black Night' – the first fully-upgraded Challenger 2 tank
BY George Allison, UK Defence Journal: November 15 2020
BAE SYSTEMS say that Black Night comprises cutting-edge technologies and capabilities,
which are being offered to the Ministry of Defence as part of the Challenger 2 Life Extension
Programme. Simon Jackson, Campaign leader for Team Challenger 2 at BAE Systems said:
“The UK is home to some of the world’s finest engineering companies, who have pushed the
boundaries of combat vehicle design with Black Night.
We are providing the bulk of this upgrade from home soil; however, we have chosen the best
defence companies from around the world to collaborate with also, including names from
Canada, France and Germany who bring unique skills and proven technology. The British
Army has our commitment that we will deliver the most capable upgrade possible, and the
best value for money.”
The features touted by BAE include: Active Protection System – Systems allow the tank to
detect incoming anti-tank missiles or armour penetrating rounds and automatically launches a
counter-explosive to neutralise the threat.
Laser Warning System – When targeted by enemy weapon systems, the tank can identify the
source of the threat then automatically slew the gun to point at that source, making it quicker
for the crew to counter-fire.
Regenerative braking – The tank has been made more energy efficient by using less energyhungry kit and installing regenerative braking in the turret, which generates power when the
gun slows down into position.
Thermal Imaging Technology – Front and rear infrared cameras (similar to those used in
television programmes such as Planet Earth II) provide extremely sharp night imagery, helping
troops identify potential threats and move undetected in hostile situations, while also shaving
valuable seconds off reaction times.
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Accelerated fightability – New equipment controlling tank’s weaponry is faster, meaning the
crew can identify an enemy, target and engage more quickly.

The Challenger 2 tank, built by BAE Systems in the 1990s, served in Bosnia, Kosovo
and Iraq. BAE Systems is now leading the strategic partnership Team Challenger 2
bid to keep the tank battle-ready for the next twenty years, as part of the Ministry of
Defence’s decision to extend the tank’s life until 2035.
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Why is the British Army’s equipment
procurement so shambolic?
By Lt Colonel Stuart Crawford, Think Scotland: , October16 2020. Stuart was a
Lieutenant Colonel in the Royal Tank Regiment, leaving the military to become a
defence spokesman for the SNP, before becoming a Defence Consultant and a
member of the Pen & Sword Club.
GENERALLY SPEAKING, the British electorate doesn’t take much interest in defence matters.
There are obvious exceptions to this statement – Battle of Britain Day, Remembrance Sunday,
and various other anniversaries like Arnhem and D Day which seemed to come all at a rush
recently. But for the rest of the time public knowledge of the military is rather as it was during
Victorian times.
We know we’ve got armed forces, but where they are and what they’re doing generally passes
your average civilian by.
For military nerds and geeks (like me), though, there’s just so much going on. At the strategic
level, if you like, there’s something called the Integrated Security and Defence Review (ISDR),
a stop-start process which has been interrupted by the pandemic but which is apparently back
on the move again and due to conclude this November, according to some sources. It is,
essentially, the UK’s review of our security, defence, development, and foreign policy, which
should march hand-in-hand with a Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) and it is hoped it
will deliver its recommendations shortly.
I’m not holding my breath, but such reviews come round with monotonous regularity in
military circles and usually translate as “budget cuts”. But we’ll see in due course.
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It’s the defence part of this process I’m interested in really, and there has been much chatter
amongst those for whom military matters are their thing. And, because I used to work in the
equipment procurement area when I was in uniform, I am particularly interested in that aspect
of it all.
Also, I used to be a tank soldier and that was my area of expertise if I could claim to any, so
the British experience of procuring its armoured fighting vehicles (AFVs) is a topic I continue
to follow.
By way of background,
I think it’s fair to say
that the British army
as a whole has been
sucking on the hind tit
of late compared to the
largesse which has
been lavished on the
other services. The
Royal Navy (RN) has
probably fared best of
all in recent years, with
two brand new aircraft
carriers in HMS Queen
Elizabeth and HMS
Prince of Wales now in
its inventory, the
Offshore Patrol
Vessels of which the
fifth has just been
delivered, plus the T26
frigates now in build,
and the T31 frigates more or less confirmed, on top of which there appears to be no stopping
the Dreadnought SSBN programme which will provide the next generation of delivery means
for the UK’s Trident nuclear armed missiles.
The RAF has done not too badly either, with Typhoon now in service and upgraded, the
introduction of the F-35B Lightning II (shared with the RN), ongoing purchase of the P8
Poseidon Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft (MRA), the initiation of the future Tempest aircraft
programme to replace Typhoon (and F-35B?) and various other enhancements in the training
fleet.
•

Meanwhile the Army has looked on enviously from the side-lines, stuck with an ageing
if not obsolescent vehicle and weapons inventory which is badly in need of upgrading
and/or replacement. It seems like the Army has lost the habitual inter-service battle
over finance in the last few spending rounds, and it isn’t looking any more optimistic
for its prospects in the IDSR, I’m afraid.

Why should this be so? Well, some might say that the Army had its shot in the early 2000s,
when embroilment in Iraq and Afghanistan prompted a flurry of urgent operational requirement
(UOR) equipment purchases to provide special-to-theatre equipment, most of which no doubt
languishes unloved in draughty warehouses awaiting the “next time”. Others might aver that
the Army has simply been outmanoeuvred by the other two services in the corridors and
tearooms of Whitehall.
Or perhaps it is just that the focus of British military doctrine, such as it is, has shifted to
favour expeditionary operations which tend to be RN or RAF-led. I suspect it is a combination
of these and other factors, which we will look at later. But let’s first have a look at the Army’s
AFV procurement programmes and see where it has all been going wrong.
Starting at the very top of the food chain we have Britain’s current main battle tank (MBT),
Challenger 2 (CR2). I have written elsewhere why CR2 was the wrong choice in the first
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place and won’t bore you with the details now. Suffice to say we staff officers recommended
the purchase of the German Leopard 2, pictured below, at the time.
A total of 446 CR2 were delivered; 408 to the British Army and 38 to Oman. No other nation has
purchased them. In stark contrast, 3,600 Leo 2s have been built and are operated by roughly
20 nations with a couple more in the pipeline. On top of this, or perhaps because of this, Leo 2
has had continuous updates since its first introduction into the Bundeswehr in 1979 and the
wider user community has benefitted from the economies of scale its overall numbers allow.

In contrast, CR2 has had minimal, if any, real enhancement since it entered service in 1998 –
22 years ago.
CR2 now compares badly to Leo 2 (and other MBTs too). In particular, its gun/ammunition
combination is now inferior, it does not share NATO ammunition compatibility because it has a
different gun (rifled, as opposed to smoothbore on Leo 2), and is badly in need of upgrading in
other areas. There are, however, various programmes to effect this upgrade, of which we need
only concern ourselves with two here.
These are the Challenger Lethality Improvement Programme (CLIP), which basically sought to
replace the British rifled gun with the German Rheinmetall 120 mm smoothbore, and the
Challenger Life Extension Programme (CLEP) which proposed a multitude of other
improvements.
Neither programme has
progressed beyond
demonstrator vehicles and
both are now at risk of
funding being withdrawn
in the ISDR. If CLEP does
go ahead, which appears
doubtful, it may be that
only 150 of the remaining
fleet of 227 will be
upgraded, which has led
to many of us commenting
that the UK might as well
give up its MBT capability
altogether.

Warrior
Now let’s look at the Warrior Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV). Even older than CR2, and
originally designed to replace the ancient FV432 Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC.)
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Warrior equipped British mechanised infantry battalions and was accepted into service in
1984. The British army got a total of 789 Warrior and variants, while a further 254 of a modified
version called Desert Warrior were produced for Kuwait.
Since then, apart from new radios and thermal imaging (TI) sights on some of the vehicles,
plus protection enhancements for various conflicts like Iraq and Afghanistan, the Warrior has
remained basically the same and is in dire need of either replacement or further upgrading.
The Warrior Capability Sustainment Programme (WCSP) plans to enhance some, but not all, of
the fleet to bring it up to date and allow it to soldier on until 2040, when some of the hulls may
be over 50 years old.
A new turret and gun are also part of the programme. However, as of June this year the
programme was running four years late and some £227 million over budget. It too is ripe for
the chop.

Ajax & Boxer
All of this pales into significance, however, when compared to the disastrous slow-motion car
crash that is Britain’s attempts to modernise its light-to-medium AFV fleet, which, amongst
other things, is needed to replace the aforementioned FV432 (introduced in the early 1960s,
maybe as many as 500 still in British service) and the Combat Vehicle Reconnaissance,
Tracked (CVRT) fleet (one of whose design parameters was allegedly to be able to pass
between rubber trees in Malaysian plantations, which shows its age).
•

Others have written in detail on this fiasco but it is a sorry tale. Recently, an expert
witness at the Defence Select Committee inquiry into the topic suggested that £5.6
billion had been expended since year 2000 and not one vehicle had been delivered to
units to date. (Not quite true; four Ares versions of the Ajax series have been delivered
at time of writing.)

However, the UK has, at long last and much wasted time and expense, eventually settled – we
think – on its future medium AFV equipments in the form of Ajax and Boxer. Ajax is the longawaited replacement for
CVR(T) and in its primary
form is a tracked, turreted
vehicle with a suite of
sensors more fitting for the
modern battlefield.
It is also a much more
substantial AFV, weighing in
at 32 tonnes compared to
CVR(T)’s 8.2 tonnes.
Sadly, however, the
programme has once again
been beset with difficulties
and most recently the first
batch of production standard
vehicles was found to be “not
ready for delivery”. Not for
the first time, therefore, its planned in-service date has been delayed.
The British procurement of Boxer, an eight-wheeled MIV of German-Dutch design (mainly) and
which has had considerable success on the international arms market, is also a salutary saga.
It is a modular design, comprising a drive module and interchangeable mission modules and
is by all accounts an impressive vehicle.
To date Germany, the Netherlands, Lithuania, and Australia have adopted it, with the UK,
Algeria, and Slovenia next in line. But Britain was part of the original international consortium
at the very start of the Boxer project, together with Germany and France, way back in the late
1990s, only to withdraw from the programme in 2003 to pursue UK national projects.
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The UK then re-joined
the project in
2018 when national
alternatives had come
to nought. In effect the
UK will get Boxer at
least ten years late and
no doubt at significant
additional cost. On top
of all this, we should
just mention artillery
and air defence in
passing.
Whilst the Multiple
Launch Rocket System
(MLRS) fielded by the
Royal Artillery (RA) is
probably still marginally current, the rest of the British army’s elderly systems – the AS90 selfpropelled 155mm gun and the 105mm Light Gun – are both now outmatched, outranged, and
outnumbered by peer level potential enemies, in particular Russia.
In addition, recent experience of the vulnerability of AFVs to drones and loitering munitions in
the Armenia–Azerbaijan conflict show the importance of integrated air defence in the
deployment of armoured formations. Once again, the UK is found badly wanting here. The
budget currently does not cater to improvements and/or replacement of either.
I could go on, but by now I think the picture has been adequately painted. The big question is,
of course, why has all of this happened? I believe there are several reasons. First and most
importantly, my own admittedly not-so-recent time spent in defence procurement
demonstrated to me a sclerotic system firmly rooted in the past.
In the 1920s-1950s, even during the Second World War, Britain’s AFV production effort has
been described as a cottage industry, with assorted firms and teams, some competent and
innovative, some not, tinkering away on their own pet projects with no real sense of a
coordinated, national effort.
I suspect aspects of this may pertain today, that is if there’s much AFV industry left. The MoD
effort seemed to be mired in the days when you built a prototype, tested it, bent some metal to
iron out the glitches and repeated the system ad nauseam.
No wonder the flash-to-bang time of UK AFV procurement has tended historically to be in
excess of ten years. (That is the time between conception and delivery. Army slang relating to
the time between the flash of the gun and the bang of the round arriving.) This is hopeless, of
course, when modern advances in technology can render new equipment obsolete in about six
months!
•

It also doesn’t help when military officers in the equipment procurement world tend to
hold their positions short term, with most being posted elsewhere within an 18 months
to two-year timeframe to ensure their planned career paths continue. Accordingly,
military officers are seldom around to take responsibility for the decisions they make,
which can lead to a certain sang froid when dealing with such matters. And the
important decisions are usually taken by senior officers who may not be up-to-speed
with more recent technological developments, leaving them easy prey to persuasion
from commercial interests.

This egregious state of affairs is exacerbated by what defence analysis Francis Tusa, below,
has labelled during evidence given to the Select Defence Committee, 6th October 2020, as
“British exceptionalism”, sometimes described less kindly as “not invented here syndrome”.
This is an institutionalised resistance in the equipment procurement system to anything that
does not originate within the UK or from UK initiatives, which is surprising given that the
British armed services are awash with weapons systems sourced from abroad.
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The “exceptionalism” bit kicks in when,
even when accepting another country’s
AFV, for example, as being the best fit for
the requirement, there is insistence on a
multitude of changes to make it “ours”.
Then there’s “specification creep” and
“gold-plating”, in which the requirement
itself changes owing to new advances or
trying to make things better or do
additional things.
All of which flies in the face of the old
adages that the best is the enemy of the
good enough, and better to achieve 80 per cent of the requirement on time than 100 per cent
too late.
•

Put all of these factors together and they go some way to explaining the disaster that
has been British defence procurement over the past 20 years. The UK is now faced
with a situation where more or less the entire British army’s equipment is obsolescent
and needs replacing at the same time, there isn’t enough money in the budget to do it,
and what funds as exist are in danger of being cut in the ISDR.

Something is going to have to give, and the clever money is on the abandonment of CR2 LEP
and Warrior WCSP, but we shall see.
Against this background we can only hope that Dominic Cummings gets his wish and goes
through the MoD like a dose of salts. But even if he does, those responsible for the debacle
will be long gone, tending their rose gardens in Wiltshire and huffing and puffing from their
leather armchairs in their London clubs. No blame will be laid, and no heads will roll. It has
ever been thus.
The British army deserves better than this. Who will rise to the challenge? Famously, Winston
Churchill put Lord Beaverbrook, a Canadian newspaper magnate, in charge of RAF aircraft
production during the early days of the Second World War to galvanise the industry. Will Boris
Johnson take a leaf from his averred hero’s book and do the same for the British army?

British Army admits more delays in fielding
enough combat forces
By Andrew Chuter, Defense News Oct 12 2020
THE LIMITATIONS of the British Army’s ability to field modernized armoured fighting forces in
the 2020s have been laid bare in evidence submitted by the military to the parliamentary
Defence Committee.
The Army admitted that by 2025 it would only be able to field a combat division consisting of
just a single manoeuvre brigade and an interim manoeuvre support brigade.
A fully capable division including a new Strike brigade will not be available for fielding until the
early 2030s — more than five years late, the Army said in written evidence published by the
committee Oct 9. One analyst here, in London, wondered what impact the admission would
have on Britain’s allies.
"If you are the chief of staff of the U.S. Army, which still retains considerable heavy forces,
you are going to really wonder how much the British Army is a warfighting army, "said Ben
Barry, senior fellow for land warfare at the International Institute for Strategic Studies think
tank in London.
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The government’s 2015 strategic defence and security review mandated a restructuring of the
Army with the creation of a combat division of three brigades, including fielding one of two
new medium-weight strike brigades being formed for rapid deployment with new General
Dynamics tracked Ajax reconnaissance and Artec Boxer wheeled infantry vehicles.
The interim manoeuvre support brigade will be equipped with Ajax, the first Boxer platforms
and in-service protected mobility vehicles. “It’s quite jaw-dropping. One of the key takeaways
from this evidence is the Army can’t field two armoured infantry brigades,” said Barry.
“The Army was mandated [in the 2015 review] to deliver two armoured infantry brigades,
whereas they are now saying they can only generate one. They have enough vehicles for three
infantry armoured brigades, but my very strong suspicion is they haven’t been spending
money on spares. If they haven’t got sufficient spare parts, they will only risk sending one
brigade on operations,” said Barry.
The analyst said the Army here would regularly exercise at brigade level but hasn’t done so for
several years.
In the evidence to the parliamentary committee
the Army blamed the capability shortfall on a
lack of cash being made available to modernize
its armoured fighting vehicle fleet. This was
later reinforced by the Ministry of Defence in a
statement. “Previous planning and spending
decisions have not fully resourced the Army to
achieve the warfighting division output within
this time frame. The upcoming integrated
review will rebalance resource with ambition,”
said a ministry spokesperson.
“By 2025, the Army will be able to field a warfighting division optimized for high-intensity
combat operations. A full strike brigade will be
achieved in the early 2030s,” said the
spokesperson.
The Conservative government is expected to
publish its integrated review of defence,
security, foreign and development policy nex
month. Analysts here reckon the Army is likely to be in the firing line for cuts and delays to
programs, including in the armoured-vehicles sector, as the governments seeks to move some
of its defence and security spending into areas like space, cyber, artificial intelligence and
subsea warfare.
•

The first of 589 Ajax vehicles have been delivered to the Army here and full operating
capability is set for 2025. Boxer deliveries start 2023 but full operating capability is not
planned until 2032 – nearly 13 years after the contract for just over 500 vehicles was
signed.

Substantial upgrades to the Challenger 2 main battle tank and Warrior infantry fighting vehicle
are also in the final stages of contract talks with Rheinmetall BAE Systems Land and
Lockheed Martin, respectively. Both platforms are pretty much obsolete in their current state,
but the programs are often cited by analysts as being potential victims of the Integrated
Review.
Cuts to program numbers are likely, say analysts. Associated with the new divisional
capability a program to replace the Army’s aging AS90 self-propelled artillery has recently
been put back by two years. Britain’s new heavy artillery had been due to gain initial operating
capability in the last quarter of 2026, but the MoD has confirmed that is now delayed until 2029.
The procurement delay means the out-of-service date for AS90 has also gone back two years.
A portion of the howitzer force will now be life-extended until 2032, coinciding with the
operational date of the full divisional force.
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There was one sliver of good news for British Army manoeuvre plans Oct. 12 when the MoD
announced it had awarded a $55 million deal to Stockport, northwest England-based WFEL to
produce 17 sets of medium girder bridges.

British firm signs deal for C-130 cockpit
armour
By George Allison, UK Defence Journal
MARSHALL AEROSPACE and Defence Group has secured its first contract to certify and
install the latest generation of lightweight cockpit armour on the Danish Air Force’s fleet of C130Js.
Marshall ADG say they signed an exclusive agreement in July this year to market, sell and
install new lightweight armour (LAST Armor) from QinetiQ Inc., at the same time making it the
first company able to certify the armour on the C-130 platform.
Marshall ADG’s Sales Director, Matthew Harvey explains: “We’re delighted to be able to offer
the Danish Air Force this cutting-edge lightweight armour solution that will replace their
existing armour. Crew safety is paramount and critical to mission success and we’re pleased
to be able to provide this important capability to Danish air crew through our exclusive
partnership with QinetiQ.’”
The new armour is less than half the weight of the existing product, which will help to save
fuel, reduce the impact on the aircraft’s centre of gravity and allow the C-130-30 variant its full
cargo carrying capacity, whilst still meeting the same ballistic requirement as QinetiQ’s
previous LAST Armor.
“This increased operational capability allows air forces around the world to operate in hostile
environments with the confidence that their crews are protected against small arms fire.”
The armour is manufactured from high tenacity polyethylene, making it extremely robust, and
approximately 380kg (840lbs) lighter than the previous generation LAST Armor solution.

France's Submarine Game Changer: The New
Suffren-class
By H I Sutton, Naval News Oct 18 2020 : As part of Naval News' official coverage of
Euronaval 2020, renowned submarine expert H I Sutton looks at the new Suffren-class
of submarines and explains why it will be a game changer for the French Navy.
SIX NEW ATTACK submarines will form the vanguard of the French Navy (Marine Nationale)
for the coming decades. Developed as the Barracuda program, the lead boat of the new class,
Suffren, is expected to formally join the fleet next year. The new submarines will offer a
massive capability leap over the current Rubis-class boats.
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Among the improvements, the Suffren-class will be armed with a wider spectrum of weapons.
The latest F-21 heavyweight torpedoes will provide the core anti-submarine and anti-ship
punch. These electric-powered weapon can use rechargeable lithium-ion batteries for training
shots, and one-time aluminium silver oxide batteries for war shots. With a speed of over 50
knots it can reach targets over 27 nautical miles (50 km) away.

The other new weapon carried will be the Naval Cruise Missile (NCM). This is generally
equivalent of the Tomahawk land attack cruise missile (LACM). Cruise missiles will provide the
Suffren-class with a first-night strategic strike capability. This will reach deep inside enemy
territory, a capability few other navies will have.
The weapons load-out can be rounded out with the FG-29 mine and Exocet SM39 anti-ship
missile. Both of these are already carried by Marine Nationale submarines.
In the future, torpedo-sized UUVs (uncrewed underwater vehicles) may also be carried. Naval
Group’s new D-19 type might be ideally suited. These can carry out a wide range of missions
including Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance (ISR), electronic warfare (EW), antisubmarine warfare (ASW),mine counter-measures (MCM) and mine warfare.
•

It’s not only the broad array of weapons that will set these boats apart. The ultramodern sensor masts by Safran Electronics & Defence are another key modernization.
They are all non-penetrating, which means that they do not go inside the pressure hull.
This will make the submarine safer if there is a periscope collision. It also means that
the control room does not have to be in its traditional location directly under the sail. In
Suffren‘s case it is further aft behind the sail.

The Control Room is much larger than on older submarines. The captain is seated against the
back wall, affording him or her an excellent view of the ten multi-function consoles. The centre
of the room, where the periscope wells used to be, is now dominated by a touch-screen
tactical table. And the Operations Room is there, integral to the command centre.
Among the missions which can be run from the Operations Room are the landing of Special
Forces. The Marine Nationale has a strong tradition of naval special forces and pioneered
many aspects of these operations. For example, detachable hangars for Swimmer Delivery
Vehicles (SDVs).
The Marine Nationale stepped away from this capability with the retirement of the Agosta-class
submarines twenty years ago.
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But the Suffren-class are part of a new generation of western submarines with special
operations capabilities designed-in from the start. They have a large lock-out chamber for
combat swimmers and the hangar can be fitted directly over it. Inside can be the latest PSM3G
swimmer delivery vehicle. The Suffren-class is more than an iterative improvement on the
Rubis-class. It will provide a broader capability and is able to take on a wider range of
missions.

Germany, France to spend €200 million on
next-gen main battle tank
By Dylan Malyasov, Defence Blog: Germany and France plan to spend hundreds of
millions of euros on the Main Ground Combat System (MGCS) program in 2021 to
develop a new generation of combat vehicles.
The Forces Operations Blog has reported that France and Germany are looking to spend €200
million for the benefit of the MGCS program in 2021. These funds will allow the three prime
contractors, Nexter on the French side and KMW and Rheinmetall on the German side, to start
the phase of the building demonstrators of future combat vehicles.
Between 2021 and 2025, the first Main Technological Demonstrators (MTD) will translate into
technological solutions the combined functions in the multiplatform system. The design of a
prototype by 2028 will follow and,
assuming the schedule does not
slip in the meantime, the first deliveries around 2035.
MGCS is first and foremost a
team of vehicles similar to the
Russian Armata family of combat
vehicles.
This team may involve manned
and unmanned ground vehicles
(UGVs) as well as unmanned air
vehicles (UAVs).
As part of MGCS will develop the
next-generation main battle tank to replace Leopard-2 and Leclerc in near future.
German Leopard-2 and French Leclerc MBTs were designed and developed in the 1970s and
80s and have been significantly upgraded since then. In 2012, France and Germany decided to
launch a joint initiative that may lead to a joint program for designing and developing a new
Main Ground Combat System (MGCS) in order to replace their tanks.
The general program of European next-generation combat vehicle is estimated at €1.5 billion.

The US Army M2 Bradley is being replaced
THE NEXT GENERATION infantry fighting
vehicle is the replacement for the M2
Bradley and possibly even the 8-wheeled
Stryker. This new vehicle will go down in
military history as one of the biggest upgrades ever. It is also known as the “Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle” which
hints towards drone warfare
The ground combat vehicle prototype
weighs in at 53 tons, which is twice the
weight of the Bradley, but it's capable of carrying a whole squad of nine dismounted troops.
The OMFV will have the added ability to engage targets high in the sky or low down below the
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ground, and it will pack a way harder punch with a 50mm or possibly 40mm autocannon instead of the Bradley’s 25mm.One of the features of the OMFV is the Trophy active protection
system. It detects incoming RPGs and missiles and dynamically calculates their flight path,
then shoots them down in mid-air.

Cyber warriors are
getting new teammates: information
operators
By Mark Pomerleau, C4isrnet.com: Nov
2 2020. Mark is a reporter for
C4ISRNET and Fifth Domain.
WASHINGTON — The military is working to have information operations specialists work
alongside cyber operators as a way to have greater impact in what defence officials call the
information environment.
While much of the influence and information operations perpetrated in recently years –
including during the 2016 presidential election – seem revolutionary, officials argue they are
part of an old playbook, which now has a larger reach with the speed and reach of the internet.
As a result, cyberspace becomes the vehicle to deliver these operations, though academics
have been careful not to characterize them as cyber operations but rather cyber-enabled
influence operations.
But now, as the military looks to thwart such activity from adversaries in the cyber realm – and
conduct its own information operations – it needs specialists in information, for which cyber
operators don’t typically conduct.
“We’ve actually opened up the aperture over the last couple of years with really working hard
to figure out how we integrate the information operations component,” Lt. Gen. Stephen
Fogarty, commander of Army Cyber Command said during an NDIA hosted virtual event Oct.
28. “As we have conducted offensive operations in support of the combatant commanders that
we support and U.S. Cyber Command, we really initially were conducting very exquisite cyber
operations and it would create sometimes great effect, but we really observed that there was
something missing.”
Army Cyber Command has been in the midst of a transformation for the last 18 months to
evolve beyond cyber operations and have added electronic warfare and information
operations to its purview. Instead, leaders are moving toward what they now call information
advantage.
“We’re using cyberspace to reach out through the electromagnetic spectrum to either deliver
content or deliver effects," Fogarty said. “What we’re seeing is we’re able to greatly amplify
the effects of what had been before just a cyberspace operation.”
Fogarty described integrating the various “tribes” of cyber operators, information operations
and psychological operations. “We’re not trying to turn every cyber operator into an
information operator, psychological operations operator. What we’ve found, the real benefit is
bringing all three together,” he said.

Know all the coolest acronyms
This has manifested itself with work his force does for the Information Warfare Task Force in
Afghanistan supporting Operation Resolute Support. Additionally, officials have described a
variety of cross functional teams Army Cyber Command has created within its new
Information Warfare Operations Centre. The goal of these cross functional teams is to sprinkle
information related capabilities across the combatant commands they support.
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The creation of these teams and the integration of information operators and electronic
warfare personnel is part of Army Cyber Command’s overall transformation. These personnel
will be spread across and aid the cyber operators working beneath cyber teams Army provides
and commands beneath U.S. Cyber Command.
“The challenges comes when people define their jobs as only cyber and not like ‘this is the
mission’,” Ed Cardon, the former commander of Army Cyber Command and the first
commander of Joint Task Force Ares – the cyber offensive against ISIS – said during a virtual
event hosted by AFCEA’s Alamo chapter and Information Professionals Association Oct. 29.
“Sometimes it may be cyber heavy, sometimes it may be IO heavy, sometimes it may be EW
heavy, but they all have a role. The problem comes when one tries to dominate over the other
and it creates, I call, the human factors problem, which actually affects mission
accomplishment.”
•

He said during the ISIS operations, military leaders were able to build a team focused
on the sole mission of bringing down ISIS. They weren’t worried about branches or
specialties. Joint Task Force Ares is held up as one of the key examples in DoD for
integrating cyber and information effects to confuse and frustrate the terrorist entity.

The other service cyber components have also articulated a similar integrated approach. “The
team construct is critical and it’s also vital in the synergistic approach of integrating all
domains … it’s not just an individual, it’s not an individual operator,” Vice Adm. Ross Myers,
commander of Fleet Cyber Command/10th Fleet said during the same event.
Lt. Gen. Timothy Haugh, commander of 16th Air Force/Air Forces Cyber, the Air Force’s
information warfare command, said leaders want to create an information warfare culture in
which everyone understands how everything comes together to produce an outcome. “You
need experts across every discipline, we don’t want everybody to try to make one of each or
try and make one standard.
It really has to be deep expertise in some of these areas and how we bring it together also
becomes part of the professional development,” he said at the same event.
•

Haugh has said that his force seeks to expose disinformation as a means of combating
it on a daily basis while also injecting truth through a variety of means. But, he said,
the foundation is data in determining the best way to expose or combat that
misinformation.

“The foundation of all of this still comes back to what data and information are you able to
leverage, how quickly can you bring coherence to that, either machine to machine or human to
machine and then be able to determine what is the right outlet to be able to impose a cost for
someone that’s trying to inject into a critical process for the United States,” he said during a
virtual panel as part of CyberCon hosted by C4ISRNET Oct. 28.

Is the Russian Army
Downsizing?
By Peter Suciu, The National Interest
October 2020: Peter is a Michiganbased writer who has contributed to
more than four dozen magazines,
newspapers and websites.
THERE IS NO DENYING that the world economy has suffered due to the global coronavirus
pandemic, and while belt-tightening has occurred worldwide, news circulated that the Kremlin
was considering cutting the size of Russia’s armed forces. According to a report that was first
published in the daily Izvestia, Russia’s Finance Ministry had proposed cutting the size of
Russian military personnel by ten percent as a cost-cutting measure.
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Tass reported that the proposal didn’t actually suggest that Russia’s armed forces would be
weakened or that it would have fewer personnel ready to defend the motherland, however.
Rather, the Finance Ministry’s proposed downsizing included cutting free vacancies and
transferring medics, lecturers, HR specialists, financiers, lawyers, and logistics personnel to
civil service. Other proposed belt-tightening included raising the retirement age for those
serving in the military, increasing the length of military service—including for those obtaining
military mortgage loans, and even saving funds on military rations.
•

However, authorities in Moscow were quick to state no decision had been made. “No
decisions on this score have been made,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told
reporters. “Expert discussions may quite be held but no such issues are at the stage of
making decisions.”

Defense Ministry’s Rejection
It likely should come as no surprise that the Russian Defense Ministry all but flat out rejected
the Finance Ministry’s proposal and called the ten percent military personnel cuts as
unacceptable. The Defense Ministry sent its reasoning to Russia’s Security Council. “The
Defense Ministry of Russia thoroughly analysed the substance of the proposals prepared by
Russia’s Finance Ministry on cutting the size of the Armed Forces and changing some
provisions of the system of social guarantees for servicemen,” the Defense Ministry statement
read as reported by state media.
“It sent its reasoning on the unacceptable nature of these proposals and the absence of their
support from the leadership of the Defense Ministry to the Security Council of the Russian
Federation.”

Strength and Structure
It has also been reported that the numerical strength and structure of the Russian armed
forces have been defended by the supreme commander-in-chief and takes into account “the
entire range of tasks for effectively ensuring the state’s security.”
The Defense Ministry maintains that the Russian military currently has a stable manning
system that is balanced by the number of positions filled by military servicemen as well as
civilian personnel.
“The Finance Ministry’s proposals on cutting the positions will yield a zero economic effect as
the funds for paying money allowance to servicemen are allocated for the real numbers,” the
Ministry’s statement added, and called the provisions that would transfer servicemen to the
civil service to be ineffective.
The Defense
Ministry also
noted that such
efforts to
transfer military
personnel to
civil service
between 2007
and 2012
proved to be
not only
ineffective but
prompted
numerous
problems that
affected the
combat
potential of the
military.
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Key Provisions Deemed Ineffective
The Defense Ministry also countered the other belt tightening suggestions from the Finance
Ministry and responded that the legal norms of the retirement provision are sealed in existing
legislation. Moreover, those serve as the basis for measures of social support for servicemen
and members of their families. The Defense Ministry even suggested that the Finance Ministry
lacked an understanding on the procedure of defining military pensions.
Additionally, the size of the military retirement pay is based on the length of service and
ranges from fifty percent of money allowance for 20 years of military service to eighty five
percent for those who served thirty-two or more years.
“Considering the five-year increase in the maximum length of military service implemented by
the Defense Ministry for various categories of servicemen, the Defense Ministry of Russia
jointly with other federal bodies of executive and state power earlier considered in detail the
possible increase in the minimum length of service entitling for retirement from 20 to 25 years
on condition of providing compensatory norms and mechanisms to increase the general level
of social protection for servicemen and military retirees,” the statement added.
A similar hard line was taken on the matter of military mortgage; with the Defense Ministry
suggesting that the proposal to increase the accumulative mortgage system of housing
provision by five years would only push up long-term expenditures on providing servicemen
with housing or paying them compensations.
•

Finally, the Defense Ministry noted that military service is a special type of civil
service—one that is related to the state’s defence and security. The Ministry added that
servicemen accomplish tasks associated with threats to their life and health.

“The leadership of the Defense Ministry of Russia has rejected the measures proposed by the
Finance Ministry,” the Defense Ministry statement noted. “At the same time, the Defense
Ministry will continue comprehensive work aimed at expanding effective social protection
measures for servicemen and members of their families.”
The calls to cut Defense spending come just two months after Russian Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu issued demands to bring up to seventy percent of the equipment used by the
troops to modern standards by the end of 2020.
Clearly, the treatment of soldiers to cut budgets is a universal issue and not one limited to
Washington!

Irregular warfare with China, Russia: Ready or
not, it's coming — if not already here
By Sean McFate, The
Hill: Sean is a senior
fellow at the Atlantic
Council and the author of
five books, including
“The New Rules of War:
How America Can Win —
Against Russia, China,
and Other Threats”
(2019).
He is a professor of
strategy at Georgetown
University and an adviser
to Oxford University’s
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Centre for Technology and Global Affairs. He served in the U.S. Army’s 82nd Airborne
Division before working as a private military contractor and as a military consultant.
LAST WEEK, amid the hubbub of the presidential debate, revelations about President Trump’s
taxes, the “SCOTUS War” and the COVID-plagued White House, something important
happened that almost everybody missed. The Defense Department released the unclassified
summary of the Irregular Warfare Annex to the 2018 National Defense Strategy.
The strategy tells our armed forces how to prepare for and win the next war, which almost
certainly will be an “irregular war” fight. The military uses terms such as “irregular,”
“unconventional,” “asymmetrical,” “hybrid” and “gray zone” to describe any style of combat
not resembling the Battle of the Bulge
(aka, “regular” war).
What makes warfare “regular”? No one
knows. However, we do know what it
looks like: state-on-state armed conflict,
in which militaries are like gladiators
battling for the fate of the world. Combatants are expected to wear uniforms, have patriot zeal,
and honour peace treaties. It’s what famed military theorist Carl von Clausewitz envisioned,
and what the “Laws of War” seek to regulate.
•

There’s just one problem: No one fights this way anymore, except us. No wonder
Afghanistan is the longest war in American history. Since 1945, the overwhelming
majority of armed conflicts have been irregular: insurgencies that seek to topple
governments, narco-wars that seize countries — “narco-states” — as booty, genocides
fought between ethnic groups, and terrorists who wish to burn down the world.

Ironically, there’s nothing more irregular today than “regular war.” Of the hundreds of armed
conflicts since World War II, you could probably count the number of regular wars on two
hands: the Korean War, Arab-Israel wars, Indo-Pakistani War, the Falklands, and so forth.
Incursions such as the U.S. invasion of Grenada don’t count, and the six-month Gulf War I was
simply a prelude to the quagmires that followed.
What made the 2018 National Defense Strategy seismic is this: It pivoted our military away
from whacking terrorists and towards threatening nation-states (read: China and Russia). In
the Pentagon, the shorthand for this outlook is called “Great-Power Competition.”
Here’s the problem, and it’s not the fault of the pen-holders who drafted the 2018 strategy.
Most experts imagine a war between the U.S. and China and/or Russia will be a conventional
fight. It won’t. Conventional warfare is obsolete, like the Napoleonic horse charge, the Viking
shield wall and the Greek phalanx. Yet, many in the national security community assume the
next war will look like World War II with better technology. It’s a case of “generals always fight
the last war, especially if they won it.”
Anyone who thinks “Great-Power Competition” will be a conventional war is deluded. Our
adversaries are not suicidal, and they know that battling our military in a head-on,
conventional-war fight would be organized seppuku. But they also know that the U.S.
struggles in irregular wars, as evidenced by Vietnam, Iraq and Afghanistan.

Mastering irregular warfare
Owing to this, we should expect China and Russia to come after us with irregular-war
strategies, avoiding a conventional fight. Russia already is mastering this way of war. For the
first time since the Cold War, they have launched expeditionary operations in the Middle East
and Africa, and have done so exclusively through irregular-war strategies.
•

Same with Ukraine: There, Russia waged a shadow war with Spetsnaz special forces,
mercenaries such as the Wagner Group, “Little Green Men” and astro-turfed proRussian “separatist” groups — all irregular warriors. Regular military units, such as
tanks and destroyers, arrived only after Crimea was taken.
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China is more nuanced. Its military is conventional but that’s not how it conquers. The Belt
and Road Initiative is an economic power strategy that wins through debt-trap diplomacy. In
2015, for example, Beijing “Tony Sopranoed” Sri Lanka out of its prize port, Hambantota.
China also uses malign influence to weaken adversaries’ resolve to confront it. Most people
think of Russia as the dark master of disinformation, but it is not alone. Beijing calls it the
“Three Warfares Strategy.” It also wages legal warfare, or “lawfare.” Its goal is to bend — or to
rewrite — the rules of the international order in China’s favour. This is not the rule of law but,
rather, its subversion.
China and Russia conquer through irregular-war strategies. That works because they disguise
war as peace, until it’s too late. It’s a “boiling the frogs slowly” approach. Just ask the
Crimeans or Sri Lankans. Irregular warfare manufactures the fog of war for victory, something
that makes the conventional warrior’s head explode.
One could even ask: Are we already at war with Russia and/or China, and don’t know it? As T.
E. Lawrence said: “Irregular war [is] far more intellectual than a bayonet charge.” Irregular
warfare is the armed conflict of our lifetime, and the Pentagon’s strategy to confront it is long
overdue.

For Baltic Defense, Forget the ‘Forest Brothers’
By Kevin Blachford and Ronald Ti, War on the Rocks. Kevin Blachford is a lecturer of
international relations at the Baltic Defense College. His work has been published in
the European Journal of International Relations, the Journal of International Political
Theory, and Comparative Strategy. Ronald Ti is a visiting lecturer at the Baltic
Defense College. He recently transferred to the Australian Army Reserve, where he
wears the rank of colonel.
THE IMAGE of the partisan unexpectedly striking at the enemy, inflicting casualties and
damage in a hail of gunfire,
punctuated by explosions,
before melting into the
deep forests is a powerful
metaphor for national
resistance, determination,
courage, and patriotism.
The three Baltic states of
Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania exist in a state of
permanent precariousness,
and the legacy of
invasions, defiance, and
independence has shaped
the strategic culture of the
Baltics to idealize such
forms of paramilitary
warfare.
The Soviet Red Army
occupied the independent
Baltic states in 1940 and
1941, and, after a period of German occupation, again in 1944 and 1945.
The partisan resistance to these invasions, known as the “Forest Brothers” is remembered
fondly as a powerful symbol of resistance and national unity against overwhelming odds. This
legend continues to exert a subtle but definite influence on the minds of Baltic defence
planners.
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The emphasis on defiance from the Baltic forests to the present day distracts from the realities
of modern asymmetric warfare. This risks hobbling Baltic thinking on how best to defend their
countries.
Dwarfed by their larger Russian neighbour, the three Baltic nations are on NATO’s frontline
with Russia. Russia’s ambitions to restore its influence within its near-abroad, and in postSoviet states in particular, offers a distinct threat to the sovereignty of the Baltics. These
states were described by a 2017 RAND report on NATO’s flank as the “most strategically
vulnerable” to Russian revanchism.
Since gaining independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, the security of these three small
nations has depended on deterrence and integration within the European Union and NATO
alliances.
•

With small budgets and limited capabilities, the domestic defences of the Baltic states
rest on the ability of their armed forces to continue the struggle for survival until NATO
partners can assemble and intervene. It is generally accepted that NATO troops based
in the Baltic states, in the form of the Enhanced Forward Presence, are essentially a
tripwire element, forming a NATO statement of intent, rather than a substantial military
deterrent.

Each Enhanced Forward Presence battlegroup is little more than a light infantry battalion
augmented by small numbers of armoured fighting vehicles. The relatively meagre strength of
the Enhanced Forward Presence pales in comparison to the combat power of a Russian air
assault division or conventional mechanized brigade, both of which are regarded as the most
likely Russian entry forces.
Some commentators have raised significant doubts about the ability of an incipient NATO
Response Force to mobilize and deploy in a timely manner. The challenge writ large is not the
correlation of forces itself — in a hot war, the Enhanced Forward Presence elements would
likely be quickly destroyed. The substantial challenge is mobilizing the NATO Response Force
and moving it effectively into the Baltics.

The Modern-Day Siege

The Baltic states rely on their limited land forces as the core of defence. With such a reliance
on the army, there is an idealized view of partisan warfare defending the land as the key to
national survival. The episode of the Forest Brothers lies at the junction of fact, memory, and
myth. It provides a nationalistic rallying cry offering reassuring certainty against the shadow
of a possible future Russian incursion.
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But the primary challenge to this partisan ideal as a form of national defence is the rise of
siege and urban warfare in contemporary conflicts.
Although it is often disparaged as a barbaric form of medieval warfare, the siege has become
an increasingly prominent part of modern conflict.
Examples include the Second Battle of Fallujah in the Iraq War, the Syrian siege of Aleppo, the
American siege of Mosul, and the campaign by the Armed Forces of the Philippines to retake
Marawi in the Southern Philippines from the Islamic State and its associates in 2017.
•

What these examples show is that the concept of guerrillas descending from the hills
to fight is obsolete. Given the power, depth, and scope of modern offensive firepower
coupled with the sophistication of intelligence, surveillance, and target acquisition
capabilities, the overwhelming lesson from recent asymmetric conflicts is that only an
urban environment can enable a much weaker force to operate in the face of increasing
asymmetries.

Urban terrain is more likely to provide a weaker force the ability to move below the threshold
of detection, and only urban terrain provides sufficient hardness and friction to negate the
advantages of modern firepower and surveillance. The forests and wooded terrain typical of
the Baltics provide none of these mitigations, which can tip the balance in the favour of a
weaker defensive combatant. The perception of the Baltic forests and their utility as a
defensive barrier is as flawed as allied assessments of the Ardennes Forest in both 1940 and
1944.
•

The Syrian conflict also illustrates the relevance of urban defence planning. It is
evident that Islamic State strongpoints were situated not in open terrain but in urban
areas, where Syrian, Russian, and anti-Islamic State coalition airpower had far less
effect.

The same applies to the Second Chechen War, where armoured manoeuvre was restrained in
urban terrain despite the area surrounding Grozny being “good tank country,” and the Ukraine
conflict, where Russian Armor found itself entangled in the ruins of Donetsk Airport in 2014
and 2015.
Despite having few major urban centres, the Baltic states may be forced into defending an
urban environment because of their small territorial size. The current deterrent ability of
Estonia, for example, relies on a large conscription-based force that is well versed in operating
across a forested topography. Estonia, as a small state of just over a million people, is
distinctly aware of the need to preserve its national identity, culture, and sense of self in ways
that more populous countries rarely consider.
Any large ground incursion by Russian forces is likely to force politicians into seeking to
preserve human life either by defending population centres and waiting for allied assistance,
or by seeking to evacuate people to friendly neighbouring states. Other sparsely populated
countries have faced this choice: such as Australia whose defence planners in World War II
were alleged to have developed similar strategies of sacrificing the interior in order to
preserve population centres. A large Russian force could cross the relatively small area of a
Baltic state’s territory and reach its urban centres quickly, making urban fighting still more
likely, opposition notwithstanding.
The speed with which Russia could reach the capitals of the Baltic states also suggests a need
to involve civil agencies and politicians in defence exercises so that there is contingency
planning in case of the collapse of the state authorities.

Channelling the Invaders to the Cities
Conventional manoeuvre warfare theory teaches that potential holdup points such as cities
should be generally bypassed, encircled, and then isolated. In contrast, during recent urban
conflicts, such as Mosul and Marawi, the Islamic State has followed a “seize-hold-and defy”
strategy.
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While it is possible that an invading Russian force may also seek to bypass the Baltic cities
and push to establish a line against NATO reinforcements, the Baltic states could still be
forced into urban conflict.
Firstly, transport links in the Baltics are highly channelled. For example, all transport links run
through Riga, the Latvian capital. This transport pattern may force invaders into urban
chokepoints. Secondly, the terrain of the Baltics juxtaposes cities, bridges, substantial rivers,
and low-lying bog areas. These also have a resultant “channelling” effect: One need only
examine the Estonian war of independence and the 1944 Russian offensive in Estonia for
evidence. Such a situation compels an invader to contemplate the seizure of some urban
areas.

Western defence analysts might be tempted to consider urban conflict in the Baltics by
referring to Russia’s experience in urban war with the siege of Grozny (1994 to 1995), or the
possibility of hybrid war within Baltic cities that contain significant Russian-speaking
minorities.
However, it may also benefit Baltic defence commentators to take special note of non-Western
examples, such as the Marawi campaign.
•

The campaign by the Armed Forces of the Philippines to retake Marawi in the Southern
Philippines from the Islamic State and its associates between May 23 and Oct. 23, 2017,
combined intense urban fighting with a distinct form of information warfare. The
effectiveness of the Islamic State in Marawi can be measured by one single fact: The
remnant of approximately 50 Islamic State fighters were able to hold out against the
combat power of two Philippine brigades for almost a month.

The Marawi conflict demonstrated that conventional militaries need massive direct and
indirect fire support to suppress urban insurgents.
The complexity of fighting in difficult urban terrain was also underscored by the Islamic
State’s use of a system of tunnels and sewers. The lesson to be derived from Marawi for the
outgunned and outmanned Baltic militaries is clearly this: It is not the tactics, techniques, and
procedures of the Armed Forces of the Philippines that should form the primary focus of
study, but rather those employed by the Islamic State in the rubble of Marawi.
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Urban Insurgents, Not ‘Forest Brothers’
A key lesson for the Baltics to consider from this campaign is the struggle between the
Philippine government and the Islamic State for control of the narrative. The Philippine
government was simultaneously involved in a conflict for the control of information, which
demonstrates how nonkinetic warfare has
emerged as a major
determinant of ultimate
victory, alongside
conventional kinetic
means.
Both sides sought to
target audience opinion
and encourage
recruitment. In this
respect, the Islamic
State has its own
particular modus
operandi. Seeking to
retain urban holdouts
allowed the Islamic
State to portray a
narrative of symbolic
defiance.
•

Conventional doctrine holds that an encircled force should surrender, but in the
modern digital era, there is a greater informational advantage in constructing a
narrative of resistance that can portray the opposing side as callous and indifferent to
the wider population. Future urban conflicts are likely to continue this trend of
combining conventional armed struggles with a battle to control the narrative via
social media.

Baltic defence and deterrence capabilities could therefore be improved by developing plans to
wage an information war concurrently with any Russian incursion.
It should be noted that such an information war would not be waged by those physically
fighting in the urban environment. For one thing, in a besieged city, the lack of power and
other infrastructure mitigates against this happening in situ. In the case of the Islamic State in
Marawi, the war of the narratives was undertaken by Islamic State information operations
elements located away from the fighting and operating online.
We expect this might also be the case with the Baltics, perhaps led by a computer-savvy
Baltic diaspora.
Modern examples of small-state capitulation have further reinforced for the Baltic political
class the importance of retaining independence. The examples of Panama (1989) and Kuwait
(1990) being invaded by a larger power show how vulnerable small states can be when faced
with overwhelming force. Baltic defence planners need to recognize that deterrence and
defence can be strengthened by accepting the possibility of urban operations.
The Forest Brothers-ideal presents a more palatable and more emotionally acceptable
prospect, than taking lessons from the Islamic State as defenders in an asymmetric conflict.
Yet, the Forest Brother myth neglects how such a form of paramilitarism is likely to be
operationally obsolete, and as militarily ineffective as it was in 1949. Baltic defence planners
and allied members of NATO’s Enhanced Forward Presence need to consider the possibilities
for future urban-based resistance.
Clinging to the Forest Brothers ideal will only reinforce a collective unwillingness among
Baltic states to contemplate the likely threat posed to the populations of the three nations.
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In 2020, nostalgia for a paramilitarism of national resistance may strengthen the bonds of
national unity. But it is poor preparation for defending against an aggressive larger power.

Chinese national security and the 'three warfares': How Beijing decides who or what to
target
From: ABC, Australia: October 2020
IN RECENT YEARS Beijing has more assertively demonstrated its global ambitions through a
number of economic and military leverages, including its military expansion in the South
China Sea and its multi-billion-dollar foreign media push.
The 'three warfare' framework key points refers to public opinion, psychological and legal
warfare plus China's definition of 'national interest' provides justification for its actions
overseas: and China has had a longstanding position of non-interference in its foreign policy
•

But while many superpowers seek to export their influence overseas for self-interest,
there lies a fundamental difference in the motivations behind China's assertiveness, as
detailed in the country's laws and fine print. China's National Security Law, revised in
2015, defines national security in terms which lie significantly beyond physical threats
to the country and mainland itself.

Former CIA analyst Peter Mattis told the ABC this definition of national security had two
notable features that differ from many parts of the world. By defining it as the "absence of
threats" it allows a justification of any perceived threats towards the legitimacy and
governance of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to be quashed before they eventuate, Mr
Mattis said.
Mr Mattis also highlighted another strategy in a recent article which was revised in the 2003
Political Work Guidelines of the People's Liberation Army — commonly known as China's
Three Warfares — which are public opinion warfare, psychological warfare, and legal warfare.

'Deterrence is the first priority'
The People's Liberation Army's (PLA) mission is to protect China's national interest — its task
has been described by Chairman Mao Zedong as "carrying the political task of the revolution".
•

"China now defines national interest to include two major parts: national security and
national development interest," said Jian Zhang, director of China Engagement at the
UNSW Canberra Australia Defence Force Academy.

According to Mr Zhang, its presence is increasingly being felt overseas, in order "to protect
China's economic presence". By including national development as a key security issue, it
broadens the scope of national-interest protection to include anything that can undermine the
country's development, including economic, resource and maritime security.
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"Deterrence is the first priority," said Mr Zhang, adding that these policies were increasingly
being felt as China attempted to assert the narrative of a "peaceful rise".

Fighting via the 'three warfares'

China's People's Liberation Army's role extends to "carrying the political task of the
[Chinese] revolution".(Reuters)
Beyond the fine print of China's National Security law lies the strategy of the PLA's strategy of
"three warfares" — public opinion, psychological warfare and legal warfare — which involve
influencing the international and domestic perception of the CCP while advancing its national
interest and aiming to compromise its opponents' ability to respond.
For example, China's billion-dollar foreign media push attempts to shape and influence foreign
views through the press as a form of public opinion warfare. Meanwhile, psychological warfare
aims to influence foreign decision makers and their approach towards Beijing's policies, often
carried out simultaneously with public opinion warfare.
•

China's efforts to redefine the UN Convention Law of the Sea — such as changing
maritime boundaries within the South China Sea — is an example of its legal warfare,
which seeks "to shape the legal context for Chinese actions", according to Mr Mattis.

The PLA has played an important role in trying to both influence and undermine Taiwan,
however Mr Mattis said it was not the main actor. He told the ABC the "three warfares" is just
PLA terminology describing how to influence "potentially threatening actors at the source to
shape their thinking away from threatening actions".
"But it's really an outgrowth of the CCP's united front and propaganda systems," he said.
China historically hinged on the policies of non-interference in international issues. However,
Herve Lemahieu, director of the Asian Power and Diplomacy Program at the Lowy Institute,
told the ABC that in recent years Beijing has changed the way it interprets non-interference,
particularly in its domestic affairs, during its rise as an upcoming superpower.
"It probably justifies 'foreign influence' as being separate to 'foreign interference'," he said,
adding that it now has a more "muscular" set of foreign policy interests. Mr Mattis adds that an
"unlimited view" allows the PLA to go out looking for issues that threaten national security
and try to get them at their source.
The Chinese Government was approached for comment but did not respond.
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Chinese aircraft carrier Liaoning during a drill in the western Pacific Ocean, April 18,
2018

China is preparing to field a third aircraft
carrier. Here's why they're no match for US
flattops
From: Reuters via Business Insider October 9 2020
Of all the new weapons in China's modern, ever-growing military arsenal, few have gotten as
much attention as its aircraft carriers. China has two carriers in service with a third on the way.
The first, the Liaoning, was commissioned in 2012, while the second, the Shandong, was
commissioned in December 2019. Chinese state media has repeatedly displayed the ships in
flashy videos showing off their capabilities, the most recent of which was released at the end
of last August.
Despite the hype and praise lavished on them, China's carriers are just not that big a threat
compared to U.S. carriers

An outdated design
Both the Liaoning and Shandong are based on the Soviet-designed Kuznetsov-class carrier of
the 1980s. The ship that became Liaoning, in fact, was being built as a Kuznetsov-class carrier
for the Soviet navy until its construction was halted by the dissolution of the Soviet Union in
1991.
China purchased the incomplete hull from Ukraine in 1998 and then did a nearly decade-long
refit in an attempt to turn the ship into a true aircraft carrier, removing some older Sovietdesigned systems like its missile arsenal. The Shandong was given upgrades as well. But one
relic of their Soviet origin still hampers their effectiveness: ski-jump ramps.
The ski-jump is part of the Short Take-Off But Arrested Recovery (STOBAR) system, which
launches an aircraft by forcing it upward as it speeds down the deck, allowing it to take off
with less speed than normally required
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STOBAR carriers come with a significant trade-off in that the aircraft have to be light in order
to take off. This means Chinese jets can only carry a handful of missiles and have a limited
fuel capacity. In contrast, U.S. carriers use steam-powered (and eventually electromagnetically
powered) catapults to launch aircraft, allowing them to take off with heavier payloads. U.S.
carriers can launch fighters, fighter-bombers, surveillance and airborne-control aircraft, and
even small transports, while Chinese carriers can only launch fighter jets with limited strike
capability.
Chinese carriers must also launch their jets one at a time, while U.S. carriers can launch two
jets within seconds.

An inferior air wing

A People's Liberation Army Navy Shenyang J-15 Flying Shark jet fighter
Added to this is the fact that China's current naval fighter, the J-15 Flying Shark, is believed to
be largely inferior to its American counterparts. Like China's carriers, the J-15 is based on a
Soviet design. Unable to buy the Su-33 carrier-based fighter from Russia, the Chinese instead
bought an unfinished Su-33 prototype from Ukraine and reverse-engineered it. The result is a
carrier fighter plagued with problems.
While the prototype provided a good frame, it did not include the Su-33's engines. China,
known for having difficulty producing efficient jet engines, had to settle for underpowered
domestic versions. The underpowered engines and other mechanical issues resulted in
numerous crashes, some fatal, that were such a problem that at one point the entire J-15 fleet
was grounded for three months.
•

The J-15 is also the heaviest carrier-based fighter in service — an unwelcome
distinction given the limits of the STOBAR system. The J-15's empty weight, or without
any fuel or weapons, of 38,000 pounds is nearly 6,000 pounds heavier than the F/A18E/F Super Hornet and 4,000 pounds heavier than the F-35C.

A different mission
Other differences compound the weaknesses of China's carriers. Their total air wings are
smaller (40 and 44 on Liaoning and Shandong compared to 60 and 75 on the Nimitz and Gerald
R. Ford-classes). Chinese carriers are believed to be slower and can only operate at sea for
roughly six days before needing to refuel, whereas U.S. nuclear-powered carriers can operate
continuously for years as long as the crew is resupplied.
What's more, the Chinese have less than a decade of experience with carrier operations, while
the U.S. has close to a century of hard-earned experience from multiple conflicts across
numerous continents. But it is important to remember that China has a different mission in
mind for its carriers.
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"It has little to do with fighting Taiwan or even fighting in the East China Sea," Timothy Heath,
a senior defence researcher at the Rand Corporation, told Insider. "In both of those situations,
carriers are probably not going to last very long."
Rather, China is hoping to use its carriers to help secure the important Indian Ocean trade
routes that are the maritime part of China's Belt and Road Initiative. "That's the real value of
these, and it's worth bearing that in mind when we start to question why they are willing to
spend so much money on building carriers with limited air capacity," Heath said. "For that
mission, it may be enough."
•

Most of East Asia's oil imports flow through important choke points like the Strait of
Malacca, and because China lacks allies in the region, it does not yet have military
bases that can guarantee security to its interests there. Moreover, the presence of
rivals like India — which has its own carriers — increase China's need for carriers to
support its naval operations in the region.
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"They are the mobile air bases to go with the ships to provide security as a way to compensate
for the fact that they don't have a string of military bases on land along that Indian Ocean
route," Heath said.

A steep learning curve
The Chinese mainland's prime defence against enemy carriers is not China's carriers but its
anti-access/area-denial arsenal, which includes ballistic missiles, submarines, ground-based
aircraft, and navy surface ships. It is also worth noting that while China's current carriers may
be inadequate, a new generation of carriers is under construction.
The latest, the Type 003-class, which will have a flat deck rather than a ski jump, is believed to
feature a steam-powered or electromagnetic catapult launch system and is expected to enter
service in 2024, though state media claims it could be launched as soon as the end of this
year. China is also reportedly working hard to replace the J-15 with a stealth fighter.
With China's ability to build ships extremely fast and its strong commitment to military
modernization, the current carriers could turn out to be training vessels that help it gain carrier
experience. Until then, China's carriers have a lot to learn before they can rival U.S. flattops.
"It's a steep learning curve, and they are still on that curve," Heath said.

The Israeli media war
with Hezbollah
By Seth J Frantzman, The Jerusalem
Post October 3 2020

HEZBOLLAH reads Israeli media and its media
even quotes Israeli accounts to boost their
own perception of events. War today is not just about victory on the battlefield, but also about
dominating the media front and also social media. On Tuesday, the Israel Defense Forces
released details on sites where Hezbollah produces precision guided missile components in
Beirut. Hezbollah rushed to take the media to the sites to show that there was nothing to see.
On Friday, the IDF released more details.
The video documenting Hezbollah’s sites has now moved to a social media conflict and media
war because it appears that Hezbollah took the bait to run around looking at the sites that were
identified and by doing so Hezbollah exposed its members and assets.
Video and photos show that the areas Hezbollah claimed were just random civilian buildings in
fact contained machines for making weapons. Even the men speaking to the camera, were
Hezbollah operatives. Hezbollah fell into a media trap. Not a military trap.
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This reminds one of those old movies with spies and double agents and complex methods in
some John le Carre novel, used to get some enemy to reveal themselves. Pro-Hezbollah media
accounts want to assure readers that the terror group has not been caught in an embarrassing
situation. They say that the group has access to many other places to hide munitions in the
Bekaa and other areas in Lebanon, so why would they put them in Beirut?
The media war, whether for local
Arabic language consumption or
the West is “indeed a type of
warfare,” noted Elijah Magnier, war
correspondent and a keen observer
of Lebanese politics and the region.
Who is getting more credibility he
asks.
In July Israel-Hezbollah tensions
grew after the group accused Israel
of killing one of its members in
Syria. On July 27, the IDF said it
thwarted an infiltration attempt by a
Hezbollah terror squad in the Mount
Dov area in northern Israel.
Hezbollah and its supporters
mocked Israel, claiming there had
been no infiltration and that Israel
was jittery. They tried to portray
Israel as constantly on alert and
worried.
Hezbollah reads Israeli media and
its media even quotes Israeli
accounts to boost their own
perception of events. They know
that Israeli media expressed
concern over the Mount Dov
incident. They also know that
Yediot argued that Israel had
missed an opportunity to get
deterrence.
This is the media dance that has taken place over the last months amid the tensions. There
were the July tensions and the alleged infiltration attempts. There were also tensions on the
Golan border. Then there was the Beirut explosion in August and Hezbollah became
distracted.
•

However, in September the reminder that Hezbollah has kept munitions in civilian
areas illustrates the callous nature of Hezbollah and comes at a crucial time because
France’s President Emmanuel Macron was frustrated by Hezbollah in his attempt to
bring about a government of reform in Lebanon. In addition, the US has announced
that Lebanon and Israel may demarcate their border at sea and in other areas of border
dispute.

Lebanon failed on September 26 to form a new government. The Prime-Minister designate
resigned. Israel produced the details about the missile factories on September 27 and three
days later the further details about the same sites, after Hezbollah took media on a tour. The
next day, on October 1 the US State Department discussed the Lebanon-Israel border issue.
The overall context of the public relations conflict between Hezbollah and Israel, which heated
up between July and October in conjunction with developments on the ground, is important
because it goes along with the Lebanese political crisis in general.
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Unsurprisingly Al-Mayadeen, which is sympathetic to Hezbollah, wrote on Saturday about
Israel’s political crisis, claiming the government will fall. Al-Akhbar mocked France for its
“failure” to achieve a deal in Lebanon.

U.S. approves
sale of
Lockheed
Martin F-22
Raptor fighters
to Israel
From:
www.airrecognition.com

Commented [Mike Pete4]:

AFTER THE ACCEPTION to sell
F-35 Lightning IIs to the United
Arab Emirates, the U.S. has
now given the green light for
the sale of some 50 F-22
Raptors to Israel for roughly
$10.4 billion, an unprecedented
decision, as this advanced fighter jet has never been sold to a foreign country. By doing so,
the U.S. is implementing its commitment to guarantee a military superiority to Israel.
U.S. Secretary of Defense Mark Esper told Israeli officials during a visit to Israel this week that
the Trump administration has approved selling F-22 Raptors to the Jewish state, according to
a Friday 30 October report in the Saudi-owned Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper citing senior
sources in Tel Aviv, Trump has cleared the sale of the F-22 Raptor with precision-guided
bombs to Israel. The Times of Israel Staff and Judah Ari Gross report.
Such a sale would first require the U.S. Congress to overturn a current law barring Washington
from exporting the F-22. The House of Representatives passed the law in 1998 over concerns
that the nigh-unparalleled stealth technology in the F-22 could fall into the hands of Russia or
China if the aircraft were sold abroad, including to Israel.
•

Israeli defence officials asked to buy the F-22 to maintain Israel’s qualitative military
edge in the region after the U.S. agreed to sell F-35 fighters to the United Arab
Emirates, the Israeli daily Haaretz reported on Tuesday, November 3. Israel had
previously expressed interest in buying this aircraft, but the U.S. declined. The US
halted production of the fighter in 2011 and legally barred its sale to foreign countries.
The White House updated Congress on Thursday, October 29, on its intent to sell F-35s
to the UAE.

The Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor is a single-seat, twin-engine, all-weather stealth tactical
fighter aircraft. The result of the USAF's Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) program, the aircraft
was designed primarily as an air superiority fighter, but also has ground attack, electronic
warfare, and signal intelligence capabilities. The prime contractor, Lockheed Martin, built most
of the F-22's airframe and weapons systems and conducted final assembly, while Boeing
provided the wings, aft fuselage, avionics integration, and training systems.
The aircraft was variously designated F-22 and F/A-22 before it formally entered service in
December 2005 as the F-22A. Despite its protracted development and various operational
issues, USAF officials consider the F-22 a critical component of the service's tactical air
power. Its combination of stealth, aerodynamic performance, and avionics systems enable
unprecedented air combat capabilities.
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Service officials had originally planned to buy a total of 750 ATFs. In 2009, the program was
cut to 187 operational production aircraft due to high costs, a lack of clear air-to-air missions
due to delays in Russian and Chinese fighter programs, a ban on exports, and development of
the more versatile F-35. The last F-22 was delivered in 2012.

The Infantry's critical
role in combat
The veritable "tip of the spear."
By Major Gerry Bartlett, Reviews Editor,
Scribblings November 2020
A brand-new book "INFANTRY DIE HARDS:
THE ANATOMY OF A REGIMENT," is expected
to be a popular Christmas and New Year
present in Britain and many parts of the
world.
This fascinating book is written by Colonel
(Retd) Patrick Crowley MA DL, who was
commissioned into the lst Battalion , Queen's
Regiment in 1980 .He was a Major when the
PWRR was founded in 1992 and retired in
2014.
Col. Crowley, who is Chief Executive, of the
Reserves Forces & Cadets Association, in the
South East, and a long term member of the
Pen & Sword Club is donating all his
proceeds from the sale of this book to The
Princess of Wales's Royal Regiment
Benevolence Fund, which supports veterans,
battle casualties sustained on operational service, as well as their families, and the families of
those killed in action.
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Col. Crowley, right, says that
the Cambridge Dictionary
defined a "Die Hard' as
someone who is unwilling to
change or give up their ideas
or ways of behaving, even
when there are good reasons
to do so. A Die Hard can also
be described he says, as a
person who is strongly or
fanatically determined or
devoted.
The phrase comes from the
Battle of Albuhera on May 16,
1811, in the Peninsular War,
when British General
Beresford commanded an
allied army against the French
, under Marshal Soult.
One of his regiments was the
57th Foot (West Middlesex)
Regiment , later to become
The Middlesex Regiment ,a
forebear of the Princess of
Wales' Royal Regiment.
This was the bloodiest battle of the war. For four hours, the 57th withstood a terrible pounding
by grapeshot as the Battalion engaged the French masses at very close range , never budging
except to close ranks, always on their feet.
Lieutenant Colonel Inglis, the Commanding Officer, was shot through the lung. Refusing to
have his wound dressed, he lay propped on an arm in front of his lacerated colours and kept
exhorting his men: "Die Hard 57th.Die Hard." Ninety-nine men did die, whilst 333 lay wounded
out of a total Battalion strength of 600.
Col. Crowley says that his new book highlights the critical role of the infantry, the `tip of the
spear,` in combat, and is a series of major stories through the ages highlighting the most
significant of Regimental tales, "The story begins," he says," with the oldest battle honour in
the British Army, Tangier 1662-1680, and then moves on to the year of foundation for the
British Empire, 1759, which included the incredible story of the advance of the infantry against
cavalry at the Battle of Minden.
"This is followed by the bravery of Lieutenant Latham of The Buffs at Albuhera in the Iberian
Peninsula and Sergeant McCabe fighting against the Sikhs in the North West Frontier of India.
•

Other personalities stand out: Private Moyse refusing to kow-tow to the enemy in
China; Lieutenant Tull, the first black infantry officer to serve in the British Army
during the First World War; Lance Corporal Harman storming an enemy machine gun
post at Kohima, and Private Beharry ( now Colour Sergeant Johnson Beharry VC)
risking his life for his comrades in Iraq. Not to be forgotten are the series of campaigns
in Afghanistan and the longest one in Northern Ireland.

Colonel Crowley says that all ranks, from diverse backgrounds , have consistently displayed
courage, discipline, integrity, loyalty, respect for others and selfless commitment, the core
values of today's Army, throughout history. This book is a mere snapshot of what they have
achieved and continue to aspire to.
"Every infantry Regiment in the British Army has a unique past; The Princess of Wales's Royal
Regiment learns from the past but looks to the future."
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The author of this book says the infantry must ever be valued as the very foundation and
nerve of an army - the least spectacular arm of the Army , yet without them you cannot win a
battle. Field Marshal Bernard Law Montgomery agreed: "Without them you can do nothing at
all. Nothing," he said.
The infantry has always been at the heart and cutting edge of an army and generally
represents the largest component. No victory is ever won without the expert orchestration of
all Arms and Services in battle, whether at sea ,on land or in the air, but the infantry and `boots
on the ground` have been critical to secure success, says Col. Crowley.
For many centuries, the combat arms of an army consisted of the three basic` instruments`:
cavalry, artillery and infantry, each with their essential contribution. In addition, none of their
successes could have been achieved without the developing combat support arms, such as
the engineers, and combat service support, providing the logistic and medical backing , but
final victory was normally sealed by the infantry.
There are so many chapters in this fascinating book covering the British Army's longest
campaign - Northern Ireland, which lasted for nearly 40 years - Iraq, Korea , Afghanistan, the
First World War, Kohima , to name but a few. But sadly, a mere review is unable to cover
everything in an excellent and fascinating book of this magnitude.
•

Therefore, may I thank the author, Colonel Patrick Crowley, for writing one of the most
powerful and exciting military books I have ever read, and commend the book to
anybody and everybody who, like me, has served in the British Army, has an interest in
our terrific British Army, ............ or just want to enjoy a first class read.

Infantry Die Hards: The Anatomy of a Regiment, is a beautifully bound and written book which
needs to be savoured rather than rushed. The book costs £30, including post and package. To
order a copy, send a cheque made payable to PWRR Benevolent Fund, and give your name,
address and post code. Alternatively, you can order by BACS transfer to: PWRR Benevolent
Fund, sort code 16-19-26, A/C No. 10486769, Reference your name and `Die Hards.'

Yangtze Showdown:
China and the Ordeal
of HMS Amethyst
By Brian Izzard. Seaforth Publishing,
Barnsley, 2015. Reviewed by Mike
Fogarty based upon that published by the
Australian Institute of International
Affairs)
I THOUGHT all had been written about this
famous incident, but the author has proved
me wrong. Brian Izzard was a Fleet Street
journalist, and his treatment of the topic is
soon apparent. He has written two previous
books, so he has his eye in for popular
history.
Izzard makes some extravagant claims which, while entertaining, have to recede into the mists
of time. Tabloid approaches are meant to entertain, for what good is any story without a
conspiracy theory or more within? Despite that, it is a readable and enjoyable book and I
doubt if too many former naval types will object to his coverage.
For he gets it right, as he explains what a fighting ship and navy culture is all about. This
includes the obvious, which might be restated, including leadership, morale, training, tactics
and every facet which keeps a man of war at sea to combat an enemy.
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The sub-theme is more troubling. Here a gallant ship enters the realms of politics and
diplomacy. Current history rarely comes with any guide and the ‘man on the spot’ is charged
to produce a satisfactory outcome, one which meets the expectations of his superiors, far
away, in the safety of the Admiralty and Parliament itself.
Caught in a civil war, in which the communist victory was all but assured, the Royal Navy
could no longer presume innocent right of passage on the Yangtze to provision the British
Embassy at Nanking. The communists and the nationalists had their eyes on the prize, to hold
and determine the future of a long-contested nation. In the midst of war and revolution,
international law was silent.
In 1949, in the middle of the Chinese civil war
following WWII, HMS Amethyst was trapped
for 101 days after her Captain and key
members of his bridge team were killed by
communist shelling. His unlikely
replacement as commanding officer was
Lieutenant Commander John Kerans, RN,
who was in Nanking and the only officer who
could get down river to Amethyst.
He quickly took command and displayed the
aggressive qualities and resoluteness
expected of any officer of his wartime
generation.
For some he was a flawed hero, having
proved too bold for his own good in social
situations in the Mediterranean Fleet. Kerans
was decorated with a DSO for his fighting
escape from China into the welcoming
embrace of Far East Fleet ships assembled
in Hong Kong in July.
His famous signal announcing his success
went around the world: ‘HMS Amethyst has
re-joined the Fleet. God save the King’.
The Admiralty was less than grateful in its
treatment of Kerans as he was eased out of the service long before his time. He could have
been carried in a less demanding post for he saved his country from enduring humiliation.
Britain gained, and did not cede pride and prestige, due to the courage of John Kerans.
•

A brief book review does not allow for a comprehensive survey of this masterly work. It
is a book that should be read and not left to any minor survey by another. This account
is gripped with tension and it is hard to put down as you want these people to win
through, as they surely did. It was a finely run thing and their escape down the river is
the feat of legends which will forever be celebrated throughout the endless history of
the Royal Navy.

Many officers and men were killed or were grievously maimed in the ongoing life of the
incident. We should not forget Amethyst did not suffer alone, and recall that personnel aboard
HM ships Consort, London and Black Swan also suffered fatalities with many wounded. HMS
Concord also had a key role, and the author suggests that an official decision not to award its
crew the Naval General Service Medal with clasp “Yangtze, 1949” was an inadequate response
to a warship which was equally prepared to enter harm’s way.
Before reading the book, have a quick look at the appendices. They note the ships which took
part, listing those killed and wounded, decorations awarded, including a useful timeline of
main events which one can put into acute perspective. The book evidences voluminous
sources and a comprehensive bibliography.
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What relevance is this book to any Australian readership, service or otherwise? It is instructive
that HMAS Shoalhaven was initially tasked to take up guard ship duties to support
Commonwealth diplomatic missions at the time.
The Australian envoy, Sir Keith Officer, prudently averred from exposing an Australian warship
to clear and present danger, as his prescience was later publicly affirmed by the unfolding
events which were looming as a potential disaster but for good luck and the courageous
leadership which remains inspirational to this day.
If anything, it also attests that any commanding officer has to bring
a suite of skills to the obligations of command. In the absence of a
professional diplomat by his or her side, on the bridge or
elsewhere, a commander must know and exercise the political and
diplomatic instincts in times of peril in an independent command.
But in the end, Kerans was the man of the moment, he had to make
it so, as he would rise or fall with his ship and all those under his
leadership. Diplomats are spared to safely negotiate political
settlements. Invariably, commanders are left to pursue the combat
on their battlefields.
Some of our Foreign Affairs colleagues might envy John Kerans,
with his communications down, he backed his instincts, and freed
from official policy molestation, he showed his mettle when
courage and leadership were demanded of him.

GCHQ withheld Falklands War intelligence
from US partners over fears it would be
'leaked' to Argentina, says first official history

By Dominic Nicholls, Defence and Security Correspondent, The Telegraph October 20
2020
THE INTELLIGENCE he intelligence relationship between Britain and the United States is often
described as ‘special’. However, the first official history of GCHQ, published today, suggests
there were tensions between the British and American signals intelligence organisations
around the time of the Falklands War.
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In a 1985 diary entry William Odom, Director of the National Security Agency (NSA) from 1985
to 1988, described Peter Marychurch, the head of GCHQ, as a "tense, nervous, slightly
insecure civil servant”.
‘He and his immediate subordinates hold, in my view, a vastly inflated view of their own
competence and talents,’ the diary continued. ‘Socially I no longer find the British amusing,
merely a pain in the ass.
.They didn’t have a good grasp either of current strategic affairs or history. ‘They are semieducated newspaper readers, not [intelligence] analysts worthy of national level posts.’
During his time as GCHQ Director Sir Peter Marychurch, who died in 2017, oversaw the
introduction of innovative signals intelligence technology that became widely used by GCHQ
and Five Eyes partners. The book’s author said the diary note was “a very specific and quite
unusual moment” in a relationship that otherwise has created “the biggest and most powerful
intelligence force in the world”.
“A lot of people use diaries to blow off steam,” John Ferris told the Telegraph. “I don’t think it
was that significant. All the American evidence...shows that they always value GCHQ.”

Any personal coolness seems short lived. In 1986, Marychurch presented Odom a piece of a
Colossus Mark II, the world’s first programmable electronic computer, developed at Bletchley
Park, to exhibit at the National Cryptologic Museum.
The combined work of GCHQ and the NSA is “the hidden bullet of world power since 1945" the
author suggests.
Mr Ferris says of more importance was the fact GCHQ, under pressure from MoD, withheld
intelligence about British military deployments from the NSA during the Falklands War, fearing
the US State Department would use the information to further its influence in Latin America.
“MoD was afraid that if you gave the Americans anything, given the normal leaky nature of
[Washington] DC that it would end up going to somebody in State who would then provide it to
the Argentines,” Mr Ferris said.
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Mr Ferris says President Ronald Reagan chose instead to forego American interests in the
region in order to help Britain. In doing so he “burnt” a lot of diplomatic capital to help
Margaret Thatcher.
The book relates how, late on Wednesday March 31, 1982, GCHQ began a “drumroll of
alarming messages,” about an imminent invasion of the islands in the South Atlantic, having
intercepted Argentine diplomatic signals. The messages “had among the most instantaneous
and electric effects of any reports GCHQ has ever issued,” the book says. The eventual
British victory “stunned everybody”.
“The Soviets in particular sit back and say, ‘these Western forces are a tougher proposition
that we’ve considered’. In terms of building NATO’s cohesion [Reagan] made the right
investment,” Mr Ferris said.
The author suggests GCHQ in the 1990s grasped the potential of the internet and the new
problems thrown up by digital technology much faster than the NSA.
He said the Cheltenham agency “transformed itself and fundamentally changed the way it’s
people operate” to make it “well prepared for the world of the twentieth century”.
GCHQ is currently changing again, the author says, using its public-facing arm, the National
Cyber Security Centre, to get very sensitive information into the hands of the public. “GCHQ is
at its best when it has enough resources free that it can have people pursue interesting
problems that they see in a kind of loose academic fashion, but when they discover problems
has an organisation to act on them.” The official history charts the development of Britain’s
cyber spy agency since it was created as the Government Code & Cypher School in 1919.
Jeremy Fleming, the current Director of GCHQ, said: “In 1919 the country was dealing with the
fallout of a global pandemic and [today] the world is battling a similar foe. This time we face a
pandemic with a society that is utterly reliant on technology and data.” He said GCHQ’s work
to “protect the digital homeland” was conducted by “brilliant people”.
“Their work, often not attributed, continues to influence the development of technologies that
underpin the UK’s status as a great science, technology and cyber power.”

Fleshing out the history
of Vietnam journalism
From: PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, USA
JOURNALIST Marc Yablonka (Distant War) – one
of the Pen & Sword Club’s United States based
members fills a void with this valuable collection
of profiles of 35 American military journalists of
varied sorts who plied their trade during the Vietnam War.
Some, including former Marines Dale Dye and
Bob Bayer, Green Beret Jim Morris, Army combat
correspondent Marvin Wolf, and combat photographer Dick Durrance, went on to notable careers
as civilian journalists, writers, and photographers. Others such as Frank Lepore stayed in the
military.
All of the former military correspondents, photographers, and TV and documentary cameramen
and directors go into depth about day-to-day details of their war work.
Some offer their opinions about what civilian war
correspondents do: Sonny Craven, an Army radio-TV-motion picture officer, for example, is
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highly critical of “hot dog” civilian reporters trying to make a name for themselves in the war
zone, but Lepore, who served in the same position, characterizes his interactions with civilian
press members as “congenial,” since both groups of journalists “had to get to the action to
record it.”
Marc pays tribute to three of the civilians—photographers Eddie Adams, Catherine Leroy, and
Nick Ut.
This work shines light on the all-but-forgotten role of American military báo chí (press in Vietnamese) and fleshes out the history of Vietnam War journalism and journalists.

Club News & Snippets
•

Membership continues to grow. The full membership list is published on the club
website – www.penandswordclub.co.uk. We now have nearly 400 listed members and
we manage another 450 LinkedIn Group members on social media. Full Honorary
Members may suggest names for invitation to membership. These should be forwarded to Executive Vice President - michaelpcoms@btinternet.com -or to the National Chairman –jboyes5652@aol.com

•

Malcolm Davidge has taken up a central team appointment as Events Co-Ordinator.
Malcom continues in his management role of Club Security Officer.

•

Brian Moore, a former Master of the Company of Communicators has been appointed
Affiliations Co-ordinator and will manage our contacts with sister organisations and
our supported charities.

•

The Club has recently opened a Scribblings Page on Facebook and continues to use
LinkedIn as a means of keeping members up to date with matters of interest to our
community.

•

A list of those who have joined in recent weeks is published below. The Club has recently began recruiting among that valued group within media operations, the photographers.

•

The Club is considering offering membership to professional communicators within
the Police Forces and Emergency Services.

•

Work is under way to restart the monthly lunches. A list of speakers has been drawn
up including those who, unfortunately, had to be stood down earlier this year at the
start of the country wide lockdown. These include Kate Adie and Susannah Streeter,
both stalwarts of the BBC.

DURING the Coronavirus pandemic, Lorna Ward has been spokesperson for Defence and media adviser to the Commander of the UK’s COVID Support Force. She has now been appointed an Associate
Director of Strategia Worldwide. Lorna spent ten years
in broadcasting as an international editor and reporter
for Sky News and as a current affairs documentary producer, including running team operations from Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya. She has 20 years’ experience in
the Regular Army and Reserves, specialising in all
communications and international engagement and deploying to Bosnia, Kosovo, Oman, Iraq and Afghanistan.
Since 2012, Lorna has been a communications and engagement consultant to the UN, NATO, the African Union and the British government. She has worked for the
UK’s cross-government Russia team and the UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office assessing strategic and
policy influence in international organisations. She
continues to contribute to printed, online and broadcast
media as a freelance journalist
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LISTENED to all over the
world is Tony Lloyd, a great
supporter of the Army Cadet
Force, who you can find on
several different radio
stations, broadcasting a
variety of music.
'LOVE FROM TONY' is a twohour show dedicated to the
world’s favourite love songs.
Tony has been a broadcast
media trainer for 40 years,
and has taught thousands of
individuals, public, commercial, volunteering and third sector groups on how to handle radio and television interviews, designing courses to fit the student’s career requirements. He hosts and produces a podcast series - Human. A professional photographer, film maker & sound engineer for 35 years means
there isn't much he can't do!
BBC RADIO presenter Keith Skues has hosted his last radio show after 61 years of broadcasting. Keith, a former member of 7644m The RAF’s public relations squadron is retiring from his BBC Local
Radio show in the East, after a career including BFBS,
Pirate Radio, Radio Luxembourg, Radio Hallam, Radio
1 and Radio 2.
He was the second presenter on BBC Radio 1 in 1967,
hosting Saturday Club straight after Tony Blackburn
opened the station. After leaving the BBC he was appointed Programme Controller of Radio Hallam in 1974
and went on to control Classic Gold in Yorkshire in the
late 80s.
A move to the BBC in Sheffield was next along with a
stint on BBC Radio 2. Later, he moved to Norfolk and
has spent the last 25 years on local radio in the area.
He was known as Pirate Radio Skues after using an
hour of his weekend late show to air archive recordings of pirate radio.
CLUB VICE PRESIDENT Major General (Ret’d) Greg Smith has received an honorary Doctor of
Civil Law from the University of East Anglia at the Easton and Otley College graduation ceremony. Greg who spent eight years as chief executive of the Royal Norfolk Agricultural Association (RNAA), the organisation behind the Royal Norfolk Show. He is a leading champion of
the Norfolk agricultural industry. He began a career in market research, working with a number of well-known companies before becoming managing director of Ipsos MORI. Greg began
his TA career with 5th Battalion The Light Infantry and became the most senior reservist of the
British Armed Forces and later the Assistant Chief of the Defence Staff for the Ministry of Defence.
He is also chairman of Active Norfolk, a member of the Norfolk and Suffolk Agri-Food Industry
Council and was appointed Governor at Norwich School this year.

•

Paul Smyth has taken over as Commanding Officer of 5th Battalion The Royal Regiment
of Fusiliers

•

Deborah Oliver shortly takes up the role of Master of the Livery Company of Communicators
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•

Peter Singlehurst has deployed to provide media operations support to the British contingent in Mali

•

Gerry Bartlett has returned to the Scribblings team as Joint Editor with special responsibility for book reviews.

•

Patrick Crowley has published a new book covering the regimental history of The Die
Hards with all proceeds going to charity.

•

Charlie Miller has retired as the International Communications Director at Boeing.

•

Mark Laity has retired as Head of Strategic Communications at SHAPEand will return
to the UK.

•

Club Events Co-ordinator Malcolm Davidge continues his support of service charities
and has just completed another wing walking and aerobatic stunt.

New Members
1. Admiral (Ret’d)Sir George Zambellas, former First Sea Lord
2. Rear Admiral Chris Parry, strategic forecaster and media commentator
3. Steven Jolly, former Director of Communications, Cabinet Office & Ministry of Defence
4. Jonathon Marcus, former BBC Defence & Diplomatic Correspondent
5. Nick Childs, former BBC Defence and Pentagon Correspondent
6. Peter Felstead, Editor, Jane’s Defence Weekly,
7. Kate Jamieson, naval historian and tv commentator.
8. Paul Barnes, British Army Senior Photographer
9. Rupert Frere, British Army Senior Photographer
10. Steve Blake, British Army Senior Photographer
11. Adrian Harlen, British Army Senior Photographer
12. Marc Yablonka, California Military Reserve, Public Affairs, military journalist and author
13. Paul Delmar, photo-journalist, aviation commentator
14. Dominique Symons, PA Consulting, RNR Media Operations
15. Katie Dunoon PA Consulting, RAF Strategic Communications MoD &Afghanistan
16. Dirk Yoni Danino Forsyth, Army media operations, Government Communications
Corporate communicator
17. David Acosta, US Army Civil Affairs & Psy Ops
18. Adrian Rondell Head of Media & Outreach, Thales
19. Kaija Larke, Forces TV, BBC Radio reporter, video & media consultant
20. James Chandler, formerly 77 Brigade, British Army Research Fellow, KCL
21. Georgina Coupe, MoD media operations ,journalist, Features Editor Soldier Magazine
22. Stuart Crawford, Public Affairs & Communications, tv commentator, British armour
specialist
23. Jo Shipley, FCO communications, RN Communications
24. Melissa Terry, Senior Media Officer, British Army HQ Andover, journalist
25. Andrew Drwiega, Editor in Chief, Media Transasia, Editorial Director Shephard Press.
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26. Belinda Steel, senior Information Officer MoD, Shrewsbury, Police press officer,
journalist
27. Penny Studholme, director communications at BAE Systems and ICI, British Army
media operations
28. Patrick Malone, Senior Public Affairs Officer, US Army Airborne Forces

Stories and articles in Scribblings are, mainly, from published
sources and represent the opinions and views of the authors and
their sponsors.
Enquires should be addressed to the Editor in Chief, Mike Peters.
Copy, Photographs and suggestions for coverage in the next
edition, which is scheduled for February 2021, should be sent to
michaelpcoms@btinternet.com.
Requests for inclusion and access to the LinkedIn Group and/or
the Scribblings Facebook pages should be sent to the same email
address.
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